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United States Department of the .Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services

Colorado Field Office
P.O. Box 25486, DFC (65412)
Denver, Colorado 80225-0486
IN RI7PLY REVER TO:

ES/CO: T&E/Species List
TAILS: 65412-^009-SL-0190

JAN 2 3 2009

JeffPeterson
Colorado Department of Transportation

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Shumate Building
Denver, Colorado 80222
Dear Mr. Peterson:

Based on the authority conferred to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) by the Fish

and Wildlife Act of 1956 (916 U.S.C. 742(a)-754); Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
(FWCA - 16 U.S.C. 661-667(e)); National Enviroimental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA - 42
U.S.C. 4321-4347); Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1653(f)), and; Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (ESA - 50 CFR §402.14), as well as multiple Executive
Orders, policies and guidelines, and interrelated statutes to ensure the conservation and
enhancement of fish and wildlife resources (e.g., Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA- 16

U.S.C. 703), and Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA - 16 U.S.C. 668)), the
Service reviewed your January 8, 2009, request for information on the Service's trust

resources in the vicinity of your proposed Improvements to US Highway 40 in the City of
Stcambont Springs in Routt County, Colorado. The proposed project would reduce
congestion, improve mobility, balance multimodal use, and provide effective access along

the existing US40 west of Steamboat Springs.
Threatened and Endangered Species
Following is a list of Federal endangered, threatened, proposed and candidate species for

Routt County, which may be used as a basis for determining additional listed species
potentially present in the project area. While olher species could occur at or visit the project
area, endangered or threatened species most likely to be affected include:
Mammals: Canada lynx {Lynx canadeiu'is), Threatened

Fishes: :f;Bonytail (Gila elegans). Endangered
* Colorado pikemirmow (Pt)'chochei!us luciiis). Endangered

*Huinpback chub (Gila cypha), Endangered
*Razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texcmus}. Endangered
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* Water depletions in the Upper Colorado River and San Juan River Basins, may affect these
species anci/or critical habitat in downslrearn reaches in other states. Project elements dial
could be associated with depletions include, but are not limited to, ponds (detention/water
quality/recreation/irrigalion stomge), lakes (recreation/ in'igation storage/municipal
storage/power generation), reservoirs (recreatioiVirrigalion slorage/municipal slorage/povver
generation), pipelines, and water Ircatiuent facilities, dust control, and compaction.
The Service also is interested in the protection of'spccics which arc candidates lur olTici;il
listing as threatened or endangered (Federal Register, Vol. 61, No. 40, [•''ebruary 28, 1996).

While tliese species presently liave no legal protection under tlie Act, it is within the spirit of
this Act to cunsicler project impacts to potentially sensitive candidate species. Il is Ihe
intention oftlie Service to protect these species before human-related activities adversely
impact their habitat to a degree that they would need to be listed and, therefore, protected
under the Act. Additionally, we wish to make you aware of the presence of Federal

candidates should any be proposed or listed prior to the time that all Federal actions related to
the project are completed. If any candidate species will be unavoidably impacted,
appropriate mitigation should be proposed and discussed with this office.
Birds: Yellow-billcd Cuckoo (Coccyzus americann,',)

Migratory Birds
Under the MBTA construction activities in grassland, wetland, stream, and woodland
habitats, and those that occur on bridges (e.g., which may affect swallow nests on bridge
girders) that would otherwise result in the take of migratory birds, eggs, young, and/or active
nests should be avoided. Although tlie provisions ofMBTA are applicable year-round, most

migratory bird nesting activity in eastern Colorado occurs during the period of April 1 to
August 15. However, some migratory birds are known to nest outside of the aforementioned
primary nesting season period. For example, raplors can be expected to nest in woodland

habitats during February 1 through July 15. Iftlie proposed construction project is planned to
occur during the primary nesting season or at any other time which may result in the take of
nesting migratory birds, the Service recommends that the project proponent (or construction
contractor) arrange to have a qualified biologist conduct a field survey ofthe affected
habitats and structures to determine the absence or presence of nesting migratory birds.
Surveys should be conducted during the nesting season. In some cases, such as on bridges 01other similar structures, nesting can be prevented until construction is complete. It is further
recommended tliat the results of field surveys for nesting birds, along with information

regarding the qualifications of the biologist(s) performing the surveys, be thoroughly
documented and that such documentation be maintained on file by the project proponent

(and/or construction contractor) for potential review by the Service (if requested) until such
time as construction on the proposed project has been completed. The Service's Colorado

P'ield Office should be contacted immeduitely for further guidance if a field survey identifies
tlic existence of one or more active bird neyts tliat caimot be avoided by the planned
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construction activities. Adherence to these guidelines will help avoid the unnecessary lake of
migratory birds and the possible need for law enforcement action.

Wetlands
FWCA provides the basic authority for the Service's involvement in evaluating impacts to
fish and wildlife "whenever the watery of any .stream or other body of water arc proposed or
authorized to be impounded, diverted, the chEinnel deepened, or the .stream or other body 0!'
water otherwise controlled or modified for any purpose whatever...by any department or

agency of the United States, or by any public or private agency under Federal permit or
license," including water crossings and wetland impacts, whether or not those wetlands are

under the jurisdiction ofthe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [16 U.S.C. 661(1), emphasis
added]. It requires that fish and wildlife resources "receive equal consideration...to other
project features...through the effectual and harmoniouy planning, development, maintenance,
and coordination of wildlife conservation and rehabilitation," and requires Federal agencies
to consult with the Service during the planning process to help "prevent the loss of or damage
to such resources as well as providing for. the development and improvement thereof (16
U.S.C. 661 et secf). Full consideration is to be given to Service recommendations.
Iftlie Service can be of further assistance, please contact Alison Deans Micliael of my staff at

303 236-4758.
Sincerely,

^ly^z^-C.
/)..

Susan C. Linner

Colorado Field Supervisor
pc: Michael
Ref: Alisoii\H:\My nocuincntsVCDO'l 2007+\Refcion J\US40 - Steainboal Syss spplist.duc

United States Department of Agriculture

ANRCS

Natural Resources Conservation Service lori.jazwick@co.usda.gov

1475 Pine Grove Rd Suite 201A 970-879-3225 Ext 3
Steamboat, Colorado 80587 '970-979-2517 Fax

Date: June 29, 2009
To: Jacobs Engineering Group, In c

707 17th Street, Suite 2300
Denver, CO 80202
Attn: Jen Wolchansky

Subject: US Highway 40, West of Steamboat Springs
I have received your letter dated June 3, 2009 asking for my concurrence with the soil
investigation of the HWY 40 project. Unfortunately, based on the information that you provided
me, and the map enclosed, I can/not concur that there are no soils of local or statewide
importance found in the study area. Not knowing the exact boundaries of this study, it looks
there could possible be a 50c or Lintim Loam soil contained within, the project area that is a soil
of statewide importance. .

If you would like to provide me a more detailed map with a more precise location of the project I
will be happy to review your assessment again. However based on the current information that
was provided I can not state that there are no soils of local or statewide importance.
Sincerely,

Lori Jazwick
District Conservationist

Helping People Help the Land
An Equal Opportunity Employer and Provider

United States Department of Agriculture

^NRCS

^1

Natural Resources Conservation Service lori.jazwick@co.usda.gov

1475 Pine Grove Rd Suite 201A 970-879-3225 Ext 3
Steamboat, Colorado 80587 970-979-2517 Fax

Date: August 31, 2009
To: Jacobs Engineering
707 17"'Street, Suite 23 00
Denver, CO 80202
Attn: Jen Wolchansky

Subject: US Highway 40 West of Steamboat Springs - NEPA Study
This letter is concurring with a letter sent by Jacobs Engineering dated June 3, 2009. Upon
further investigation, I agree that there are no prime or unique farmlands, or soils of local or
statewide importance that will be affected by the expansion of this highway project. While there
are soils in this area, they are 90-100 plus feet from the edge of this highway expansion project.
That is an adequate amount of space for machinery to be able to manure during construction
without impacting the prime and unique farmland.
Sincerely,

Lori Jazwick
District Conservationist

Helping People Help the Land
An Equal Opportunity Employer and Provider

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

^Mli
DEPARTMENT OF TRA^BFORTAT10N

(303) 757-9281

March 11, 2009
Mr. Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservation Officer
Colorado Historical Society
1300Broadway
Denver, CO 80203
SUBJECT: Area of Potential Effects (APE) Consultation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat
Springs, Routt County
Dear Mr. Nichols:

This letter and the attached map constitute the Colorado Department of Transportation's (CDOT) request
for review of the APE associated with the project referenced above. The City of Steamboat Springs, in
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches
Steamboat Springs from the west. The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on

US 40 by reducing congestion, improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective
access along existing US 40 in the study area. This project is being evaluated as part of a documented
Categorical Exclusion.

Consultation with Amy Pallante of your staff occurred in a meeting on February 17,2009, at which time
the details of the proposed APE were discussed and known historic properties within the APE were
identified. The proposed boundary encompasses properties where widening beyond the current right-ofway (ROW) may occur, generally toward the eastern end of the project. In areas where no additional

ROW will likely be necessary (the more rural western portion of the corridor), the APE line was drawn to
reflect the current ROW boundaries. The width of the APE varies to account for proposed widening and
intersection improvements, and the potential for indirect effects as a result of those improvements. Please
refer to the enclosed map for an illustration of the APE.
We request your review of the APE boundary as represented on the enclosed map and your
acknowledgement that consultation has occurred. Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this

matter. If you require additional information, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer
Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very trul^yours,

^

!rad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosure: APE map
Project Location Map

Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

DH-AItTMENT OF TOAfClFCttTATION

(303) 757-9281

March 11, 2009
Ms. Dee Bolton

Routt County
Historic Preservation Board

PO Box 773598
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Area of Potential Effects (APE) Consultation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat
Springs, Routt County
Dear Ms. Bolton:

This letter and the attached map constitute the Colorado Department of Transportation's (CDOT) request
for review of the APE associated with the project referenced above. The City of Steamboat Springs, in
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches
Steamboat Sprmgs from the west. The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on
US 40 by reducing congestion, improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective
access along existing US 40 in the study area. This project is being evaluated as part of a documented
Categorical Exclusion.

Consultation with Amy Pallante at the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) occurred in a meeting
on February 17, 2009, at which time the details of the proposed APE were discussed and known historic
properties within the APE were identified. The proposed boundary encompasses properties where
widenmg beyond the current right-of-way (ROW) may occur, generally toward the eastern end of the
project. In areas where no additional ROW will likely be necessary (the more mral western portion of the
corridor), the APE line was drawn to reflect the current ROW boundaries. The width of the APE varies to
account for proposed widening and intersection improvements, and the potential for indirect effects as a
result of those improvements. Please refer to the enclosed map for an illustration of the APE.

As a local governmental entity with a potential interest in historic properties within the proposed APE, we
welcome your comments regarding the APE and resources within it. Should you elect to respond we

request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your prompt
attention to this matter. If you require additional information, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff
Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
V^ry truly /yours,

$rad BecKRSlh, Manager
(7 Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosure: APE map
Project Location Map

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
*m ClUl.;"JaCUU!i-'EnBinmm».

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

w ^wn

(303) 757-9281

March 11, 2009
Ms. Laureen Schaffer

Steamboat Springs
Historic Preservation Advisory Commission
137 10th Street, PO Box 775088
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477-5088
SUBJECT: Area of Potential Effects (APE) Consultation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat
Springs, Routt County
Dear Ms. SchafFer:

This letter and the attached map constitute the Colorado Department of Transportation's (CDOT) request
for review of the APE associated with the project referenced above. The City of Steamboat Springs, in
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches
Steamboat Springs from the west. The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on
US 40 by reducing congestion, improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective
access along existing US 40 in the study area. This project is being evaluated as part of a documented
Categorical Exclusion.

Consultation with Amy Pallante at the State Historic Preservation OfRce (SHPO) occurred in a meeting
on February 17, 2009, at which time the details of the proposed APE were discussed and known historic
properties within the APE were identified. The proposed boundary encompasses properties where
widening beyond the current right-of-way (ROW) may occur, generally toward the eastern end of the
project. In areas where no additional ROW will likely be necessary (the more rural western portion of the
corridor), the APE line was drawn to reflect the current ROW boundaries. The width of the APE varies to
account for proposed widening and intersection improvements, and the potential for indirect effects as a
result of those improvements. Please refer to the enclosed map for an illustration of the APE.

As a local governmental entity with a potential interest in historic properties within the proposed APE, we
welcome your comments regarding the APE and resources within it. Should you elect to respond we

request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your prompt
attention to this matter. If you require additional information, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff
Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very tru]^ yours,

/
vm. Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosure: APE map
Project Location Map

Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
nliin'Glfllk, TtB»te<nggieering

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

^Mi^
DB-AKTMENT OF TRANSPOBTATION

(303) 757-9281

March 11, 2009
Mr. Townsend Anderson

Historic Routt County!

PO Box 775717
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Area of Potential Effects (APE) Consultation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat
Springs, Routt County
•

Dear Mr. Anderson:

This letter and the attached map constitute the Colorado Department of Transportation's (CDOT) request
for review of the APE associated with the project referenced above. The City of Steamboat Springs, in
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches
Steamboat Springs from the west. The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on
US 40 by reducing congestion, improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective
access along existing US 40 in the study area. This project is being evaluated as part of a documented
Categorical Exclusion.

Consultation with Amy Pallante at the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) occurred in a meeting
on February 17, 2009, at which time the details of the proposed APE were discussed and known historic
properties within the APE were identified. The proposed boundary encompasses properties where
widening beyond the current right-of-way (ROW) may occur, generally toward the eastern end of the
project. In areas where no additional ROW will likely be necessary (the more rural western portion of the
corridor), the APE line was drawn to reflect the current ROW boundaries. The width of the APE varies to
account for proposed widening and intersection improvements, and the potential for indirect effects as a
result of those improvements. Please refer to the enclosed map for an illustration of the APE.

As a local non-profit preservation organization with a potential interest in historic properties within the
proposed APE, we welcome your comments regarding the APE and resources within it. Should you elect

to respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for
your prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional information, please contact CDOT
Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very trul;r yours,

(am. Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosure: APE map
Project Location Map

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim dark, Jacobs Engmesgtg^

OFFICE of ARCHAEOLOGY and HISTORIC PRESERVATION
March 17, 2009
Brad Beckham
Manager, Environmental Programs Branch

Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch

03-23-09P02.-02 RCVQ

4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, CO 80222
Re; Area of Potential Effects Consultation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County,

(CHS #54396)
Dear Mr. Beckham,

Thank you for your correspondence dated March 11, 2009 and received by our office on March 13, 2009
regarding the consultation of the above-mendoned project under Section 106 of the National Historie
Preservation Act (Section 106).
After review of the provided infonnadon, we do not object with the proposed Area of the Potendal Effects
(APE) for the proposed project as illustrated in Maps 1 through 3.
We request being involved in the consultation process with the local government, which as sdpulated in 36
CFR 800.3 is required to be nodfied of the undertaking, and with other consulting parties. Additional
informa.rion provided by the local government or consulting pardes might cause our office to fe-evaluate our

eligibility and potendal effect findings.
Please note that our compliance letter does not end the 30-day review period provided to other consulting
pardes. If we may be of further assistance, please contact Amy Pallante, our Section 106 Compliance

Manager, at (303) 866-4678.
Sincerely,

Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservation Officer

COLORADO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
1300BROADWAY DENVER COLORADO 80203 TEL 303/866-3395 FAX 303/866-2711 www.coloradohistory-oahp.org

Steamboat SprmgsS^ls
Department of Planning & Community Development
April 6, 2009
Brad Beckham
Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, CO 80222

RE: Area of Potential Effects Consultation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat
Springs, Routt County
Dear Mr. Beckham:
Thank you for your correspondence dated March 11 regarding the review of the

Area of Potential Effects for US Highway 40 in Steamboat Springs and Routt
County. Although the majority of the proposed project's location involves areas
west of the Steamboat Springs city limits, the eastern terminus of the project
boundary includes significant properties considered within the downtown core.
The potential negative and adverse effects within this area of Steamboat Springs
is significant when considering the negative visual impacts, the incompatibility
with established historic and natural features located within three parks, and the
desirability to protect historic resources.
Arguably among the most significant sites in the City of Steamboat Springs, the
various mineral springs located within Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT.2758) are in the process of being listed on the newly created
City of Steamboat Springs Historic Register. The mineral springs throughout
Steamboat Springs have been the subject of numerous studies and have been

evaluated as eligible to the National Register of Historic Places as a group
through either a multiple property listing or a discontiguous district. West Lincoln
Park was created through the aid ofWPA funds in the 1930s. All of the springs
within the area contribute to our sense of past and our cultural heritage, and the
features gain significance as a group. West Lincoln Park and Iron Springs Park
will be nominated to the City's historic register for historic and geographic
significance in the areas of Social History, Entertainment and Recreation,
Community Planning and Development, and Geography and Community Identity.
The visual importance and historic uses of the springs and the corresponding
parks are deeply imbedded within the cultural fabric of the community and
continue to define the identity of the community.

124 10th Street, P.O. Box 775088, Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477-5088
(970) 879-2060 • Fax (970) 879-8285 • www.steamboatsprings.net

To the east of West Lincoln Park and Iron Springs Park is Little Toots Park
(5RT.2760). This park is bounded by Lincoln Avenue, US Highway 40, and 12th
Street. Little Toots Park contains the State Register-listed and National Registereligible Chamber of Commerce Building (5RT.2616) at the corner of 12 and
Lincoln. The locally significant Community House (5RT.1047) is also located
within the park's boundary. Both buildings are the subject of Historic Structures
Assessments currently funded by the State Historical Fund.
Considering the significance of the sites and the acknowledgement of the
importance of the resources to the community through State Historic Register
and local historic register designations, the potential exists for adverse effects
upon the three mentioned parks located within the project area and perhaps
beyond the potential project area. Any expansion of Highway 40 in this area has
the potential for significant negative impacts to these cultural resources. It is
suggested that plans for the Highway 40 expansion do not impact the local, state,
and proposed national register boundaries of these significant sites. This
recommendation is based on the following:
Adverse Effects on Historic Properties as stated in the National Historic
Preservation Act 36CFR 800.5 in the Federal Register May 18, 1999:
800.5 (a)(1) "Assessment of adverse effects: Adverse effects may include
reasonably foreseeable effects caused by the undertaking that may occur later in
time, be farther removed in the distance or be cumulative."
800.5 (a)(2) "Examples of adverse effects: Adverse effects on existing
historic properties include, but are not limited to:
(i) Physical destruction of or damage to all or part of the property;
(ii) Alteration of a property, including restoration, rehabilitation, repair,
maintenance, stabilization, hazardous material remediation and
provision of handicapped access, that is not consistent with the
Secretary's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties

(36CFR part 68) and applicable guidelines;
(in) Removal of the property from its historic location;
(iv) Change of the character of the property's use or of physical

features within the property's setting that contribute to its historic
significance;
(v) Introduction of visual, atmospheric or audible elements that

diminish the integrity of the property's significant historic features;
(vi) Neglect of a property which causes its deterioration.. .; and
(vi i) Transfer, lease or sale of property."
In addition to concerns of damage to significant historic properties caused by the
proposed Highway 40 expansion, the potential adverse effects of constructing an
expanded highway through the western edge of our commercial core and three
city parks would include a reduction in the quality of life for downtown residents,
businesses, and visitors, an increase in the level of noise associated with traffic,

and negative visual impacts gained through the reduction of park space and
natural feature appreciation and recognition.
Thank you for the invitation to comment on the Area of Potential Effects and the
resources within it. Please continue to include the City's Historic Preservation
Office in the consultation process. If I can be of further assistance regarding the
significance of the resources within the proposed boundary please contact me at

(970) 871-8278 or by e-mail at lschaffer@steamboatsprinqs.net. Our community
truly appreciates your consideration.

Sincerely,

^^^^^^-—-f^^7-^^- -' Laureen Schaffer
Historic Preservation Coordinator
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April 13,2009
Brad Beckham, Manager
Jennifer Wahlers, Assistant Staff Historian
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Shumate Building

Denver, CO 80222
RE: Area of Potential Effects (APE) Consultation, US Highway 40 West of
Steamboat Springs, Routt County
Dear Mr. Beckham & Ms. Wahlers:
Pursuant to your letter to Historic Routt County! dated March 11, 2009, thank
you for this opportunity to comment regarding the Area of Potential Effects
(APE) and the resources withm it. Thank you, too, Jennifer, for accepting this
comment letter via email.
The APE includes the Chamber of Commerce Building, Little Toots Park, Iron
Springs Park, and West Lincoln Park, all located in the area between 12
Street, the project's eastern most terminus and Dream Island Plaza. Perhaps
the most vulnerable historic resources are the springs.

Steamboat Springs
Dawn Fenimore

Administrative Assistant
Steamboat Springs

P.O. Box 77 5717

Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970-875-1305 (o)

970-875-1248 (f)

As we know, the railroad's excavation of the shoulder of Howelsen Hill/
Emerald Mountain in the early 1900's adversely affected the "Steamboat
Springs", silencing the "whistle" for which our community was named. A 2007
exploration of geothermal potential to de-ice the walkways to be constructed
in conjunction with re-development of the Mountain Base Area indicated that
drilled wells to tap sources of adequately heated water could adversely impact
springs as much as two miles away. Therefore, HRC! strongly urges CDOT
to conduct the research and tests necessary to ensure that any improvements
to Highway 40 will have no adverse affect on the springs within and beyond
the APE.

lirc' a historic ronncuiinn. ore
^•.",\':\'./i!srori<:i'oti[[c(.in!n\'.oi~s

HISTORIC ROUTT COUmYt
is a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit
organization.

These springs and historic buildings such as the Chamber of Commerce
Building are important assets to Steamboat Springs' economic well being. In
accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966, HRC! asks that any action that CDOT proposes with respect to
Highway 40 take into account these resources and include the necessary
measures to avoid any adverse affects.
Respectfully submitted,

HISTORIC ROUTT COUNTY!
Townsend H. Anderson, Executive Director

St^mboat Spnn^^^-^
Public Works
May 5, 2009
Brad Beckham
Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch

4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, CO 80222
Dear Mr. Beckham

I am following up on the April 6 , 2009 letter from our staff regarding the above referenced
project. As project manager for this study, I want to clarify the City of Steamboat Springs official
position regarding the proposed Area of Potential Effect (APE) and potential effects to historic
resources within the APE. The City is leading this NEPA study, working closely with Routt
County, CDOT, and FHWA.
The City does concur with the proposed APE provided in your correspondence dated March 1 1,
2009. However, the letter of April 6 of 2009 makes some general statements regarding potential
effects that may require clarification. Ms. Schaffer did not have any design or related impact
information to make her statements, she only mentions potential impacts. The City understands

that CDOT EPB and the SHPO will consider effects to properties on or eligible to the NRHP later
in the process, based on the preferred alternative with more detail regarding design and

mitigation opportunities. As Section 106 Consulting Parties, the City and Routt County will have
another opportunity to comment on these effect determinations.
Our Project Working Group has developed specific goal criteria to, "avoid and minimize adverse
effects to environmental resources", including historic or potentially historic resources, as we
screen alternatives. We have eliminated alternatives that would present greater impacts to these
resources. Through our process, we hope to avoid any adverse effects to historic properties, as

defined by the Section 106 regulations,
Although the Preferred Alternative, once identified, could involve highway widening that might
result in minor right-of-way takes to historic properties, we believe that adverse affect
determinations can be avoided with appropriate avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
measures.
i'

.'-

'

•

'.'

.

'

-.

Thank you for the Invitation to comment on the APE and the resources. Please continue to
include the City's Historic Preservation Office in the consultation process. ''' • '
Sincerely,

ra Anderson, P.E.

C: Laureen Schaffer
C:\Documents and Settings\NoriegaYM\My Documents\City APE Response.doc
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg,
Denver, Colorado 80222

OEPABTMB<1 Of I RANSPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

August 4, 2009
Mr, Edward C. Nichols

State Historic Preservation Officer
Colorado Historical Society
1300 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203
SUBJECT: Determinations of Eligibility and EtTects and Notification of Section 4(f) De Minimis
Determination, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Mr. Nichols:
This letter, the attached survey report and assorted graphics, constitutes a request for concurrence with

dctenninations of eligibility and effect for (he project referenced above. The city of Steamboat springs, in
cooperation with the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is planning to improve a 5.2 mile segment of US 40 west of Steamboat Springs.
The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,

improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along existing US 40 in the
study area. The project will address identified transportation needs and is included in the West Steamboat
Springs Area Plan 2006 Update, adopted Jun 19, 2008.
Ttie Area of Potential EfFccts (APE) established for the project takes into consideration potential direct
and indirect effects associated with the project. Your office approved of the APE in a letter to CDOT
dated March 17,2009.
EHeibility Determinations
From February to May 2009, Gail Kcelcy ofHermscn Consultants conducted intensivc-level Held sur/eys

of newly and previously recorded properties within the APE likely to be impacted by this project. Ms.
Keeley also conducted research at the Tread of Pioneers Museum, the local history collection at the Bud
Werner Memorial Library, Routt County tax assessor's office, and collected information from staff at (lie

Steamboat Springs Planning and Community Development Department, newspaper articles, historic
books and maps, and other primary and secondary sources. Six of the thirteen properties newly recorded

or re-evaluated sites for this project were assessed as eligible for inclusion to the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP).
Site Number

Name

5RT2760
5RT 1047

Little Toots Park
Community Center/

5RT2750

Toots Park
Residence/ Office

Address

Elieibilitv
Eligible
Eligible

1206 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible

1289 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible

Log Cabin in Little

5RT2759
5RT2751

El'iRible

Iron Springs Park
Bud Werncr Memorial
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5RT2752

5RT2758
5RT1046
5RT2753

Library
Express Building
West Lincoln Park
Soda Springs Pavilion
Dream Island Plaza

1306 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligihle
EliRible

1313-1320 Lincoln

Eligible
Not Eligible

Avenue

5RT2754
5RT2755
5RT2756

5RT2757

1842 Lincoln Avenue
1878 Lincoln Avcuue

Not Eligible

Steamboat Veterinary

Hospital
All Seasons Taxidermy
Klcin Farm

2354 Lincoln Avcuue
2385 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible
EUffble

Commercial-Harnis

Not Eligible

Effects Determinations
The highway improvements liave been designed to minimize the impacts to historic properties. Seven
historic properties were identified within the APE for this project (the six properties newly recorded or reevaluated as NRHP-eligible, plus one property previously determined to be NRHP-eligible). The
transportation improvements were shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts to
the Klein Farm in the central portion of the project area.
However, there are liistoric park properties located on both sides of US 40 in the area around 13 Street;
therefore, complete avoidance of impacts to historic properties was not possible. West Lincoln Park is

located on the south side of US 40 , and Iron Springs Park is located on the north side of US 40. Design
modifications were made to minimize impacts around 13 Street. The future travel demand called for a
widening from four to six lanes in this area. However, in response to city and stakeholder concerns about
tlie impacts to tlic parks, (lie number of proposed lanes was reduced to four lanes. In addition, the

sidewalk to the soutli between the west side of West Lincoln Park and 13 Street was eliminated to
minimize impacts, and the other sidewalks will be attached instead of the typical detached sidewalk
design to reduce the area of impacts. Finally, proposed fill and retaining walls would greatly reduce the
extent of direct impact to these two historic parks.
The attached figures show the direct impacts to these two historic parks.
I

Little Toots Park (5RT.2760): There will be no direct effects to this historic park. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements could include increased levels of noise and dust.

The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the year 2035
without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be
66.1 which results in an increase of 2.4 dBA based on the existing noise environment. This is a minor

increase that will not alter the qualities that make the property National Register-eligibile. CDOT has
determined that construction will result in no adverse effect to Little Toots Park.
Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park (SRT.1047): There will be no direct effects to this
historic park and subsequently the Community Center/ Log Cabin. Temporary indirect effects during
construction of the roadway improvements may include increased levels of noise and dust. Because the

community Center/ Log Cabin is located within Little Toots Park (5RT2760), it will have the same noise
level increase as Little Toots Park (see above). CDOT has determined that construction will result ill no
adverse effect to tlie Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park.
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Rcsidencc/Officc, 1206 Lincoln (5RT.2750): CDOT has determined that tliis structure is not eligible for
ttic NR11P. Therefore, tlicrc will be no historic properties affccleii.

Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759): Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of
US 40. Direct impacts would include a lake of land along the Inmt of (lie park that faces US 40. The take
would be an approximate 9-foot maximum strip (width varies slightly) along the 280-foot length of the
park fronting US 40. Tliis would result in a take of 1,188 square feet, or 0.027 acre, which represents

1.33 percent of the land within the existing park. A five-foot-tall rctainuig wall exists along the park's
border with (lie sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new retaining wall that would be a maximum of nine feet in height. The property takes
would not directly affect Iron Spring itself. Iron Spring is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from tlie strip of land that will be acquired for this project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and

dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If die project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected
to be 64.7, a decrease of 3.3 dbA from the existing noise level. This decrease is accounted for through the

construction of the retaining wall in the proposed project plans which will absorb much of the projectrelated noise. As a result, there will be no significant noise effect as a result oftliis project.
Iron Springs has been a city-owncd park since the 1930s. Native Americans, then settlers, and now

tourists visit the park to view the hot springs. People would continue to visit the park to view the hot
spring after construction of this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and
municipal gathering place. The changes to this park as a result of the project would not affect the
integrity of the park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. There would be changes in

materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to the existing retaining wall along the south side
of the property. However, that retaining wall is built of modem materials and is not a contributing
element of the park. Tlierefore, CDOT has determined tliat there will be no adverse effect resulting from
this project.
Bud Wcrner Memorial Library, 1289 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2751): CDOT has determined that this
stmclure is not eligible for the NRIEP. Therefore, there CDOT lias determined a finding of/?o historic
properties affected.

Express Building, 1306 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2752): CDOT has determined that this structure is hot
eligible for the NRIIP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected.
West Lincoln Park, (5RT.2758): West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts to tliis park include an acquisition of small portions of park land at botli (lie norlhwest and
southeast ends of the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent
to US 40. This would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to
the northwest corner of the park and connection to the Yainpa River Core Trail, thereby improving

multiinodal access both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the
existing parking area at the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at tlie south end is
adjacent to 13 Street. The total takes within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,774 square feet, or
0.041 acre, which is less than I percent (0.65 percent) of the total land area in the park. Temporary
indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise

and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the
year 2035 without any construction, If (lie project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
projected to be 66.1, resulting in an increase of 2.4 dBA from existing noise levels. Although tlie project
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will result in a noise increase to this property, tlie cliange is barely perceptible to (tie human ear, and will

not alter the qualities that make the National Register eligible.
The property acquired for tliis project will not directly affect the Sulphur Spring or the liistoric Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. Tlie nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
267 feet from the spring, and the nearest take to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 73 feet from
the gazebo. A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40. The existing grade
of the park is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between tlie
road and the Yampa River on tlie south side of the park. Because oftlie park's lower elevation, the views

into the park should not be affected by tlie fill wall. Photos are attached that show the existing grade
differential in the park.
West Lincoln Park lias been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs. Native Americans,
then settlers, and now tourists visit the park to view tlie hot springs. People would continue to visit tlie
park to view the hot spring after construction of this project. The changes to this park as a result of the
project would not affect the integrity of the park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. It
would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along the Yampa River. It would continue to serve
as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. Therefore, CDOT has determined

(Iiat ttiere would be no adverse effect resulting from this project.
Soda Springs Pavilion (5RT.1046): There would be no direct effects to this historic pavilion.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The long term noise impacts to Soda Springs Pavilion are the same as those

discussed under West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT has determined that construction would result in
no adverse effect to the Soda Springs Pavilion in West Lincoln Park.
Dream Island Plaza, 1313-1320 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2753): CDOT has determined that this structure
is not eligible for the NRHP. Tliereforc, tliere will be no historic properties affected.
ConimcfciaI-Hanns, 1842 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2754): CDOT has determined that this structure is
not eligible for tlie NRI-IP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.
Steamboat Veterinary Hospital, 1878 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2755): CDOT has detonnined that tliis
structure is not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.
All Seasons Taxidcrmy, 2354 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2756): CDOT has dctcrmmed that this structure is
not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.
KIein Farm, 2385 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2757): There would be no direct effects to tliis property
because the highway alignment was shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts.
The typical design for tliis section ofroadway calls for detached sidewalks; however, the sidewalks would
be attached to the curb to reduce the area of impact, A fill wall would be placed adjacent to US 40 just
outside the property's north boundary. The wall would average 2 to 3 feet in height and have a maximum
height of 5 feet. Its length would be less than 300 feet. The house currently sits 3.5 feet below the grade
of the roadway. Immediately in front of the house the new road will be aligned roughly on top of the
existing road, the widening in that area is being done mostly to accommodate the sidewalk. The proposed
wall, which will be located twenty-five feet away from the house, will result in six inches of additional
view obstruction than the existing road grade currently creates. Pliotos are attached tliat show tlie existing
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grade dilTerence between US 40 and (lie farm property. The wall height will be taller on the west end of
tliu Klein Farm property, liowever, that increase in height will not obstruct the view of the house
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. ong term noise levels are expected to increase 3.1 dBA from the existing noise

level of 64.7 dBA to 67.8 dBA iftlie project is built. This increase is barely perceptible to the human ear,
and will not alter (lie characteristics tliat qualify tlie property for National Register eligibility. Although
there will be a minor height increase of the wall iti front oftlie property versus the grade that currently
exists, this will have a very minor visual impact. The introduction of a wall and sidewalks in the area will
do very little to impact the setting of the farm as much of the setting has already been compromised
through recent construction and commercial areas across US 40. CDOT has determined that constmction
would result in no adverse effect to tlie KIein Farm.

Notification^fSection 4(f) De Miwmis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect to Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT.2758). Based on llie no adverse effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de
miniinis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for these historic sites.
We request your concurrence with these determinations of eligibility and effect, and an acknowledgement
of the 4(f) de ininimis determination. Your response is necessary for the Federal Highway

Administration's compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's regulations. This information has also been forwarded to the

Cily of Steamboat Springs, the Roult County Historic Preservation Board and Historic Routt County! for
review. Once we receive their comments we will forward them to you.

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional information in
order to complete your review, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303)
757-9758.
Very truly yours,

.MAu^-^p
Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures:

Effects Images
Survey Report

ec:

Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim C'larke, Jacobs

CF/F

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East ArkansasAve.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

UEPARTM&fT OFTRANBfORlATION

(303)757-9281

August 4, 2009
Ms. Dee Bolton
Routt County Historic Preservation Board

PO Box 773598
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT; Determinations of Eligibility and Effects and NotiFication of Section 4(f) De Minimis
Determination, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Ms, Bolton:
Tliis letter, the attached survey report and assorted graphics, constitutes a request for comments the

determinations of eligibility and effect for die project referenced above. The city of Steamboat springs, in
cooperation with the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is planning to improve a 5.2 mile segment of US 40 west of Steamboat Springs.
The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,
improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along existing US 40 in the
study area. The project will address identified transportation needs and is included in tlie West Steamboat
Springs Area Plan 2006 Update, adopted Jun 19, 2008.
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) established for the project takes into consideration potential direct
and indirect effects associated with the project. The State Historic Preservation Office approved of the
APE in a letter to CDOT dated March 17, 2009.
Eli2ibility Dctcrminatipns
From February to May 2009, Gail Kcelcy ofl-lermsen Consultants conducted intensivc-level field surveys

of newly and previously recorded properties within the APE likely to be impacted by this project. Ms.
Keeley also conducted research at the Tread of Pioneers Museum, the local history collection at thc'Bud
Wemer Memorial Library, Routt County tax assessor's office, and collected information from staff at the

Steamboat Springs Planning and Community Development Department, newspaper articles, liistoric
books and maps, and other primary and secondary sources. Six of the thirteen properties newly recorded

or re-evaluated sites for this project were assessed as eligible for inclusion to the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP).
Site Number

Name

5RT2760
5RT1047

Little Toots Park
Community Center/

5RT2750
5RT2759
5RT2751

Toots Park
Residence/ Office
Iron Springs Park
Bud Werner Memorial
Library

Address

Elieibilitv
Elisible
Eligible

1206 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible

Log Cabin in Little

1289 Lincoln Avenue
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5RT2752
5RT2758
5RT1046
5RT2753

Express Building

1306 Lincoln Avenue

Not Elis'ihle

1313-1320 Lincoln

Eliffible
Elifsible
Not Eligible

West Lincoln Park

Soda Springs Pavilion
Dream Island Plaxa

Avenue

5RT2754
5RT2755
5RT2756
5RT2757

Coninicrcial-Hanns
Steamboat Veterinary

Hospital
All Seasons Taxidcrniy
Klcin Farm

1842 Lincoln Avenue
1878 Lincoln Avenue

NotEHRible
Not Eligible

2354 Lincoln Avenue
2385 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible
El'wble

EiTccts Determinations
The highway improvements have been designed to minimize die impacts to historic properties. Seven
historic properties were identified within the APE for this project (the six properties newly recorded or reevaluated as NRHP-cligiblc, plus one property previously determined to be NRHP-eligible). The
transportation improvements were shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts to
the Klein Farm in the central portion of the project area.
However, there are historic park properties located on botli sides of US 40 in the area around 13 Street;
therefore, complete avoidance of impacts to historic properties was not possible. West Lincoln Park is

located on the soutti side of US 40 , and Iron Springs Park is located on the north side of US 40. Design
modifications were made to minimize impacts around 13 Street, The future travel demand called for a
widening from four to six lanes in this area. However, in response to city and stakeholder concerns about
the impacts to ttie parks, the number of proposed lanes was reduced to four lanes. In addition, the

sidewalk to the south between tlie west side of West Lincoln Park and 13 Street was eliminated to
minimize impacts, and the other sidewalks will be attached instead of the typical detached sidewalk
design to reduce the area of impacts. Finally, proposed fill and retaining walls would greatly reduce the
extent of direct impact to these two historic parks.
The attached figures sliow (lie direct impacts to tliese two historic parks,

Little Toots Park (5RT.2760): Tlierc will be no direct effects to this historic park. Temporary indij-cct
effects during construction of the roadway improvements could include increased levels of noise and dust.

The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by tlie year 2035
without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be
66.1 which results in an increase of 2.4 dBA based on the existing noise environment. Tliis is a minor

increase that will not alter (lie qualities that make the property National Register-eligibile. CDOT lias
determined that construction will result in no adverse effect to Little Toots Park.

Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park (5RT.1047): There will be no direct effects to this
historic park and subsequently (lie Community Center/ Log Cabin. Temporary indirect effects during
construction of the roadway improvements may include increased levels of noise and dust. Because (lie

community Center/ Log Cabin is located within Little Toots Park (5RT2760), it will liave the same noise
level increase as Little Toots Park (see above). CDOT has determined that construction will result in no

adverse effect to the Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park.
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Residencc/Officc, 1206 Lincoln (SRT.2750): CDOT tias delermincd that this stnicture is not eligible for
tlic NRHP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected.

Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759): Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of
US 40. Direct impacts would include a take of land along the fi-ont of the park that faces US 40. The take
would be an approximate 9-t'oot maximum strip (width varies sliglitly) along the 280-foot length of the
park fronting US 40. This would result in a take of 1,188 square feet, or 0.027 acre, which represents
1.33 percent oftlie land within the existing park. A five-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's

border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached pliotos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new retaining wall that would be a maximum of nine feet in height. The property takes
would not directly affect Iron Spring itself. Iron Spring is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for this project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and
dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected
to be 64.7, a decrease of 3,3 dbA from the existing noise level. This decrease is accounted for through the

construction of the retaining wall in the proposed project plans which will absorb much of the projectrelated noise. As a result, there will be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.
Iron Springs has been a city-owned park since the 1930s. Native Americans, then settlers, and now

tourists visit the park to view the hot springs. People would continue to visit the park to view the hot
spruig after construction of this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and
municipal gathering place. The changes to this park as a result of the project would not affect the
integrity oftlie park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. There would be changes in
materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to the existing retaining wall along the south side
of the property. However, that retaining wall is built of modern materials and is not a contributing
element ofttie park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that tliere will be no adverse effect resulting from
this project.
Bud Wcrner Memorial Library, 1289 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2751): CDOT has determined that this
structure is not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there CDOT lias determined a finding of/;o historic
properties affected.
Express Building, 1306 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2752): CDOT has determined that this structure is not
eligible for the NRHP. Tlicrefore, there will be no historic properties affected.
West Lincoln Park, (5RT.2758): West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts to this park include an acquisition of small portions of park land at both the northwest and
southeast ends of the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent
to US 40. This would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to
tlie northwest corner oftlie park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving
multimodal access both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the
existing parking area at the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is
adjacent to 13 Street. The total takes within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,774 square feet, or
0.041 acre, which is less than 1 percent (0.65 percent) of the total land area in the park. Temporary
indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise
and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the
year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
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projected to be 66.1, resulting in im increase ul'2.4 dBA 1'rom existing noise levels. Although the project
will result in ;i noise increase to tliis property, tlie change is barely perceptible to (lie luiman car, and will

not alter the qualities that make the National Register eligible.
Tlie property acquired for this project will not directly affect tlie Sulphur Spring or (he liistoric Soda
Spring Gazebo vvitliin the park. Tlie nearest acquisition of land to the Sulpliur Spring is approximately
267 feet from the spring, imd (he nearest take to the Soda Spring Gazcbo is approximately 73 feet from
the gazebo. A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40, The existing grade
of the park is lower than the grade of (lie road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between (tie
road and the Yampa River on the south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views

into the park should not be affected by the fill wall. Photos are attached that show tlie existing grade
differential in the park.
West Lincoln Park lias been a city park since (lie establishment of Steamboat Springs. Native Americans,
then settlers, and now tourists visit the park to view the hot springs. People would continue to visit the
park to view tlie liot spring after construction of this project. The changes to this park as a result of the
project would not affect the integrity of the park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. It
would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along the Yampa River. It would continue to serve

as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. Therefore, CDOT has determined
that tliere would be no adverse effect resulting from this project.

Soda Springs Pavilion (5RT.1046): There would be no direct effects to this historic pavilion.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include uicreased
levels of noise and dust. The long term noise impacts to Soda Springs Pavilion are the same as those

discussed under West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT has determined that construction would result in
no adverse effect to tlie Soda Springs Pavilion in West Lincoln Park.
Dream Island Plaza, 1313-1320 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2753): CDOT has determined that this structure
is not eligible for the NRIIP. Tlicrcfore, (here will be no historic properties affected,
CommcrciaI-Harnis, 1842 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2754): CDOT lias determined that this structure is
not eligible for tlic NRIIP. Therefore, tlicre would be no historic properties affected.
Steamboat Veterinary Hospital, 1878 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2755): CDOT has determined that this
structure is not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.

All Seasons Taxidcrmy, 2354 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2756): CDOT has determined that this structure is
not eligible for tlie NRHP, Therefore, tliere would be no historic properties affected.
KIcin Farm, 2385 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2757): There would be no direct effects to this property
because the highway alignment was shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts.
The typical design for tliis section of roadway calls for detached sidewalks; however, the sidewalks would
be attached to the curb to reduce tlic area of impact. A fill wall would be placed adjacent to US 40 just
outside tlic property's north boundary. The wall would average 2 to 3 feet in height and have a maximum
Iieiglit of 5 feet. Its length would be less llian 300 feet. The house currently sits 3.5 feet below tlie grade
oftlie roadway. Immediately in front oftlie house the new road will be aligned roughly on top of the
existing road, the widening in that area is being done mostly to accommodate the sidewalk. The proposed
wall, which will be located twenty-tlve feet away Irom the house, will result in six inches of additional
view obstruction than the existing road grade currently creates. Photos are attached tliat show the existing
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grade difference between US 40 and the farm property. The wall height will be taller on the west end of
the Klein Farm property, however, that increase in height will not obstruct the view oftlie house
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. ong term noise levels are expected to increase 3.1 dBA from the existing noise

level of 64.7 dBA to 67.8 dBA iftlie project is built. Tliis increase is barely perceptible to the human ear,
and will not alter the characteristics that qualify the property for National Register eligibility. Although
there will be a minor height increase of die wall in front of the property versus the grade that currently
exists, this will Iiave a very minor visual impact. The introduction of a wall and sidewalks in the area will
do very little to impact the setting of the farm as much of the setting has already been compromised
through recent construction and commercial areas across US 40. CDOT has determined that construction
would result in no adverse effect to the Klein Farm.

SECTION 4(F) AND DE MINIM1S
Background

In addition to Section 106 of the NHPA, FHWA must comply with Section 4(f), which is codified at both
49 U.S.C § 303 and 23 U.S.C. § 138. Congress amended Section 4(f) when it enacted the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (Public Law 109-59,
enacted August 10, 2005) ("SAFETEA-LU"). Section 6009 ofSAFETEA-LU added a new subsection to
Section 4(f), which authorizes FHWA to approve a project that uses Section 4(f) lands that are part of a
historic property without preparation of an Avoidance Analysis, if it makes a finding that such uses would
have "de minimis" impacts upon the Section 4(f) resource, with the concurrence of the SHPO. On March

12, 2008, FHWA and the Federal Transit Administration published a Section 4(f) Final Rule (23 CFR
Part 774) to clarify the 4(f) approval process and simplify the regulatory requirements. The Final Rule
outlines procedures for determining a de minimis impact.

On December 12, 2005, the Federal Highway Administration issued its "Guidance for Determining De
Mimmis Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources" which indicates that a finding of de mini/nis can be made
when the Section 106 process results in a no adverse effect or no historic properties affected

determination, when the SHPO is informed oftlie FHWA's intent to make a de ininimis impact finding
based on their written concurrence in the Section 106 detcnnination, and when FHWA has considered the
views of any Section 106 consulting parties participating in the Section 106 process. This new provision
of Section 4(f), the associated guidance, and 23 CFR Part 774 are in part the basis of this letter, and of
FHWA's determination and notification of de minimis impacts to Routt County with respect to the
proposed project. At this time we are notifying the Section 106 consulting parties per section

6009(b)(2)(C).
Notification of Section 4(f) De Miniinis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect on Little Toots Park (5RT2760), Community
Center/ Log Cabin b Little Toots Park (5RT 1047), Iron Springs Park (5RT2759), West Lincoln Park

(5RT2758), Soda Springs Pavillion (5RT1046) and Klein Farm (5RT2757). Based on the no adverse
effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for
the property. The State Historic Preservation Officer lias also been notified of this de minimis finding.
As a local governmental entity with a potential interest in these historic resources, we welcome your

comments regarding the Section 106 and Section 4(f) de mitiimis determinations. Should you elect to
respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your
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prompt attention to tliis matter. Ifyou require additional infurniation, please conlact CDOT Assistant

Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,
"-)

£6.

a y\^/-

Brad Beckliam, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Effects Images
Survey Report

CC:

Tammie Smith, CUOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

OEFARTHENT OF TOUBPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

August 4,2009
Mr. Townsend H. Anderson- Executive Director

Historic Routt County!

PO Box 775717
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Determinations of Eligibility and Effects and Notification of Section 4(f) De Minimis
Determination, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Mr.Townsend:
Tliis letter, the attached survey report and assorted graphics, constitutes a request for comments the

determinations of eligibility and effect for the project referenced above. The city of Steamboat springs, in
cooperation with tlie Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is planning to improve a 5.2 mile segment of US 40 west of Steamboat Springs.
The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,
improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along existing US 40 in the
study area. The project will address identified transportation needs and is included in the West Steamboat
Springs Area Plan 2006 Update, adopted Jun 19, 2008.
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) established for tlie project takes into consideration potential direct
and indirect effects associated with the project. The State Historic Preservation Office approved oftlie
APE in a letter to CDOT dated March 17, 2009.
Elieibility Determinations
From Febmary to May 2009, Gait Keeley ofHermsen Consultants conducted intensivc-level field surveys
of newly and previously recorded properties within the APE likely to be unpacted by this project. Ms.
Keeley also conducted research at the Tread of Pioneers Museum, the local history collection at the Bud
Werner Memorial Library, Routt County tax assessor's office, and collected information from staff at the

Steamboat Springs Planning and Community Development Department, newspaper articles, Iiistoric
books and maps, and other primary and secondary sources. Six of the thirteen properties newly recorded

or re-evaluated sites for this project were assessed as eligible for inclusion to the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP).
Site Number

Name

5RT2760
5RT1047

Little Toots Park
Community Center/

Address

Elieibility
Eligible
Eligible

1206 Lincoln Avenue

NotElifsible
Eligible
Not Eligible

Log Cabin in Little

5RT2750
5RT2759
5RT2751

Toots Park
Residence/ Office
Iron Springs Park
Bud Werner Memorial
Library

1289 Lincoln Avenue
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5RT2752
5RT27S8

Express Building

5RT1046

West Lincoln Park
Soda Springs Puviliou

5RT2753

Dream Island Plaza

1306 Lincoln Avenue

1313-1320 Lincoln

Not Elifiible
EliRihlc

Eligible
Not Eliffihlc

Avenue

5RT2754
5RT2755

Steamboat Veterinary

1842 Lincoln Avenue
1878 Lincoln Avenue

Not Elifjible
Not Eligible

5RT2756
5RT2757

Hospital
All Seasons Taxidcrmy
Klcin Farm

2354 Lincoln Avenue
2385 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible

Conunercial-Harms

Eliffible

Effects Determinations
The highway improvements have be'en designed to minimize the impacts to historic properties. Seven

historic properties were identified within the APE for this project (the six properties newly recorded or reevaluated as NRHP-eligible, plus one property previously dctennincd to be NRHP-eligible). The
transportation improvements were shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts to
tlie K-lein Farm in the central portion oftlie project area.

However, there are historic park properties located on both sides of US 40 in the area around 13"' Street;
therefore, complete avoidance of impacts to historic properties was not possible. West Lincoln Park is

located on die south side of US 40 , and Iron Springs Park is located on the north side of US 40. Design
modifications were made to minimize impacts around 13 Street. The future travel demand called for a
widening from four to six lanes ill this area. However, in response to city and stakeholder concerns about
the impacts to the parks, tlie number of proposed lanes was reduced to four lanes. In addition, the

sidewalk to tlie south between tlic west side of West Lincoln Park and 131h Street was eliminated to
minimize impacts, and the other sidewalks will be attached instead of the typical detached sidewalk
design to reduce the area of impacts. Finally, proposed fill and retaining walls would greatly reduce the
extent of direct impact to these two historic parks.

The attached figures sliow the direct impacts to these two historic parks.
Little Toots Park (5RT.2760): Tlicre will be no direct effects to tliis historic park. Temporary indii.ect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements could include increased levels of noise and dust.

The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the year 2035
without any construction. If (lie project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected lo be
66.1 which results in an increase of 2.4 dBA based on tlie existing noise environment. This is a minor

increase that will not alter (lie qualities that make the property National Register-eligibile, CDOT has
determined that construction will result in no adverse effect to Little Toots Park.

Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park (5RT.1047): There will be no direct effects to this
historic park and subsequently tlic Community Center/ Log Cabin. Temporary indirect effects duruig
construction of the roadway improvements may include increased levels of noise and dust. Because the

community Center/ Log Cabin is located within Little Toots Park (5RT2760), it will have the same noise
level increase as Little Toots Park (see above). CDOT has determined that construction will result in no
adverse effect to the Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park.
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Resklcncc/Office, 1206 Lincoln (5RT.2750): CDOT has determined that this structure is not eligible for
the NRIIP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected.

Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759): Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of
US 40. Direct impacts would include a take of land along the frout of the park tliat faces US 40. The take
would be an approximate 9-foot maximum strip (width varies slightly) along the 280-foot length of the
park fronting US 40. This would result in a take of 1,188 square feet, or 0.027 acre, which represents
1.33 percent of the land within the existing park. A five-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's
border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new retaining wall that would be a maximum of nine feet in height. The property takes
would not directly affect Iron Spring itself. Iron Spring is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from tlie strip of land that will be acquired for this project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and

dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected
to be 64.7, a decrease of 3.3 dbA from the existing noise level. This decrease is accounted for through the

constniction of the retaining wall in the proposed project plans which will absorb much of the projectrelated noise. As a result, there will be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.
h-on Sprmgs has been a city-owned park since the 1930s. Native Americans, then settlers, and now

tourists visit the park to view tlie hot springs. People would continue to visit the park to view the hot
spring after construction of this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and
municipal gathering place. The changes to this park as a result of the project would not affect the
integrity of the park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. There would be changes in
materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to the existing retaining wall along the south side
of the property. However, that retaining wall is built of modern materials and is not a contributing
element of the park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that there will be no adverse effect resultmg from
this project.
Bud Wcrner Memorial Library, 1289 Lincoln Avcuuc (5RT.2751): CDOT has determined that this
structure is not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there CDOT has determined a finding of wo historic
properties affected.
Express Building, 1306 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2752): CDOT tias determined that this structure is not
eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected,
West Lincoln Park, (5RT.2758): West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts to tliis park include an acquisition of small portions of park land at botli the northwest and
southeast ends of the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent
to US 40. This would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to
the northwest corner of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving
multimodal access both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the
existing parking area at the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at tlie south end is
adjacent to 13 Street. The total takes within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,774 square feet, or
0.041 acre, which is less than 1 percent (0.65 percent) of (tie total land area in the park. Temporary
indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise
and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the
year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
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projected to be 66.1, resulting in an increase of 2.4 dBA Irom existing noise levels. Altliougli (he |)foject
will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is barely perceptible lo the human ear, and will

not alter the qualities tliat make the National Register eligible.
The property acquired for this project will not directly affect the Sulphur Spring or tlie historic Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
267 feet from ttie spring, and the nearest take to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 73 feet from
the gazebo. A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40. Tlie existing grade
of the park is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between tlie
road and (lie Yanipa River on tlie south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views

into the park should not be affected by the fill wall. Photos arc attached that show the existing grade
differential in the park.
West Lincoln Park has been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs. Native Americans,
then settlers, and now tourists visit the park to view the hot springs. People would continue to visit the
park to view the hot spring after construction of this project. The changes to this park as a result of the
project would not afFect the integrity ofllie park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. It
would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along tlie Yampa River. It would continue to serve
as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. Therefore, CDOT has determined

that tliere would be no adverse effect resulting from this project.
Soda Springs Pavilion (5RT.1046): There would be no direct effects to tliis historic pavilion.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The long term noise impacts to Soda Springs Pavilion are the same as (liose

discussed under West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT has determined that construction would result in
no adverse effect to the Soda Springs Pavilion in West Lincoln Park.
Dream Island Plaza, 1313-1320 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2753): CDOT has determined that this struchire
is not eligible for the NRI-tP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected,
ConnnerciaI-Harnis, 1842 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2754): CDOT has determined that tliis slmclure is
not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.
Steamboat Veterinary Hospital, 1878 Liucoln Avenue (5RT.2755): CDOT tias determined that tliis
strnchire is not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no lusloric properties affected.

All Seasons Taxidcnny, 2354 Lincoln Avcuuc (SRT.2756): CDOT lias determined that tliis stmcliire is
not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected,
Klcin Farm, 2385 Lincoln Aveuue (5RT.2757): There would be no direct effects to this property
because the highway alignment was shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts.
Tlie typical design for this section of roadway calls for detached sidewalks; liovvever, the sidewalks would
be attached to (lie curb to reduce, tlie area of impact. A fill wall would be placed adjacent to US 40 just
outside the property's north boundary. The wall would average 2 to 3 feet in height and have a maximum
lieight of 5 feet. Its length would be less than 300 feet. The house currently sits 3.5 feet below the grade
of the roadway. Immediately in front of (he house the new road will be aligned roughly on top of the
existing road, tlie widening in that area is being done mostly to accommodate the sidewalk. The proposed
wall, which will be located twenty-five feet away from tlie house, will result in six indies of additional
view obstruction than the existing road grade currently creates. Photos are attached that show the existing
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grade difference between US 40 and tlie farm property. The wall height will be taller on tlic west end of
tlie Klein Farm propeity, liovvever, that increase in height will not obstruct the view of (lie house
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. ong term noise levels arc expected to increase 3.1 dBA from the existing noise

level of 64.7 dBA to 67.8 dBA if the project is built. This increase is barely perceptible to tlie human ear,
and will not alter the cliaracteristics that qualify the property for National Register eligibility. Although
there will be a minor height increase of the wall in front of the property versus the grade that currently
exists, this will have a very minor visual impact. The introduction of a wall and sidewalks in the area will
do very little to impact the setting oftlie farm as much of the setting has already been compromised
through recent construction and commercial areas across US 40. CDOT has detennined tliat construction
would result in no adverse effect to the Klein Farm.

SECTION 4fF) AND DEMINIMIS
Backerouud

In addition to Section 106 of the NHPA, FHWA must comply with Section 4(f), which is codified at both
49 U.S.C § 303 and 23 U.S.C. § 138. Congress amended Section 4(f) when it enacted tlie Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (Public Law 109-59,
enacted August 10, 2005) ("SAFETEA-LU"). Section 6009 ofSAFETEA-LU added a new subsection to
Section 4(f), which authorizes FHWA to approve a project that uses Section 4(f) lands that are part of a
historic property without preparation of an Avoidance Analysis, if it makes a finding that such uses would
liave "de minimis" impacts upon the Section 4(f) resource, with tlie concurrence oftlie SHPO. On March

12, 2008, FHWA and the Federal Transit Administration published a Section 4(f) Final Rule (23 CFR
Part 774) to clarify the 4(f) approval process and simplily the regulatory requirements. The Final Rule
outlines procedures for determining a de mmimis impact.

On December 12, 2005, the Federal Highway Administration issued its "Guidance for Determining De
Minitnis Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources" which indicates that a tmding of de mmimis can be made
when the Section 106 process results in a no adverse effect or no historic properties affected
determination, when tlie SIIPO is infonncd oftlic FHWA's intent to make a de minimis impact finding
based on their written concurrence in tlie Section 106 determination, and when FI-IWA has considered the

views of any Section 106 consulting parties participating in the Section 106 process. This new provision
of Section 4(f), the associated guidance, and23 CFR Part 774 are in part the basis of this letter, and of
FIIWA's determination and notification of de ininiinis impacts to Historic Routt County! with respect to
the proposed project. At this time we are notifying the Section 106 consulting parties per section

6009(b)(2)(C).
Notification of Section 4(f) De Mininiis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect on Little Toots Park (5RT2760), Community
Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park (5RT 1047), Iron Springs Park (5RT2759), West Lincoln Park

(5RT2758), Soda Springs Pavillion (5RT1046) and Klein Farm (5RT2757). Based on the no adverse
effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for
the property. The State Historic Preservation Officer has also been notified of this de minimis finding.
As a local non-profit entity with a potential interest in these historic resources, we welcome your

comments regarding tlie Section 106 and Section 4(f) de minimis determinations. Should you elect to
respond we request tliat you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your
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prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional infonnation, please contact CDOT Assiiitant

Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,

?^&7-W^</0/
Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Effects Images
Survey Report

ec: Tammie Smith, C'UOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East ArkansasAve.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

August 4, 2009
Ms. Laureen Schaffer

Steamboat Springs
Historic Preservation Advisory Commission

PO Box 775088
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477-5088
SUBJECT: Determinations of Eligibility and Effects and Notification of Section 4(f) De Minimis
Determination, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Ms. Schaffer:
This letter, the attached survey report and assorted graphics, constitutes a request for comments the

determinations of eligibility and effect for the project referenced above. The city of Steamboat springs, in
cooperation with the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is planning to improve a 5.2 mile segment of US 40 west of Steamboat Springs.
The puqiose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,
improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along existing US 40 in the
study area. The project will address identified transportation needs and is included in the West Steamboat
Springs Area Plan 2006 Update, adopted Jun 19,2008.
Tlie Area of Potential Effects (APE) established for the project takes into consideration potential direct
and indirect effects associated with the project. The State Historic Preservation Office approved of the
APE in a letter to CDOT dated March 17, 2009.
EIieibility Determinations
From February to May 2009, Gail Keeley ofHermsen Consultants conducted intensive-levcl field surveys
of newly and previously recorded properties within the APE likely to be impacted by this project. Ms.
Keeley also conducted research at the Tread of Pioneers Museum, the local history collection at the Bud
Werner Memorial Library, Routt County tax assessor's office, and collected information from staff at the

Steamboat Springs Planning and Community Development Department, newspaper articles, historic
books and maps, and other primary and secondary sources. Six of the thirteen properties newly recorded
or re-evaluated sites for this project were assessed as eligible for inclusion to the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP).
Site Number

Name

5RT2760
5RT1047

Little Toots Park
Community Center/

5RT2750
5RT2759
5RT2751

Toots Park
Residence/ Office
Iron Springs Park
Bud Werner Memorial

Address

Elieibilitv
Elisible
Eligible

1206 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible

Log Cabin in Little

1289 Lincoln Avenue
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5RT2752
5RT2758
5RT 1046
5RT2753

Library
Express Buildiug
West Lincoln Park
Soda Springs Pavilion
Dream Island Plaza

1306 Lincoln Avenue

Not Eligible
Elisiblc
EliKible

1313-1320 Lincoln

Not Eligible

Avenue

5RT2754
5RT2755

CommcrciaI-Harms
Steamboat Veterinary

1842 Lincoln Avenue
1878 Lincoln Avenue

NotEliKible
Not Eligible

2354 Lincoln Avenue
2385 Lincoln Avenue

Not Elis'ible

Hospital

5RT2756
5RT2757

All Seasons Taxidermy

Klcin Farm

EliRibk

Effects Determinations

The highway improvements have been designed to minimize the impacts to historic properties. Seven
historic properties were identified within the APE for this project (Uie six properties newly recorded or reevaluated as NRHP-eligible, plus one property previously determined to be NRHT-eligible). Tlie
transportation improvements were shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts to
tlic Klcin Fann in the central portion of the project area,
However, there are historic park properties located on both sides of US 40 in the area around 13 Street;
therefore, complete avoidance of impacts to historic properties was not possible. West Lincoln Park is

located on the south side of US 40 , and Iron Springs Park is located on the north side of US 40. Design
modifications were made to minimize impacts around 13 Street. The future travel demand called for a
widening from four to six lanes in this area. However, in response to city and stakeholder concerns about
the impacts to the parks, the number of proposed lanes was reduced to four lanes. In addition, tlie

sidewalk to the south between the west side of West Lincoln Park and 13U1 Street was eliminated to
mininuze impacts, and the other sidewalks will be attached instead oftlie typical detached sidewalk
design to reduce the area of impacts. Finally, proposed fill and retaining walls would greatly reduce the
extent of direct impact to these two liistoric parks.
The attached figures show the direct impacts to these two historic parks.

Little Toots Park (SRT.2760): There will be no direct effects to tliis historic park. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements could include increased levels of noise and dust.

The park has an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by tlic year 2035
without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, ttie 2035 noise levels are projected to be
66.1 wliicli results in an increase of 2.4 dBA based on tlie existing noise environment. This is a minor

increase that will not alter the qualities that make the property National Register-eligibile. CDOT has
determined tlial construction will result in no adverse effect to Little Toots Park.
Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park (5RT.1047): There will be no direct effects to this
historic park and subsequently tlie Community Center/ Log Cabin. Temporary indirect effects during
construction of the roadway improvements may include increased levels of noise and dust. Because (lie

community Center/ Log Cabin is located within Little Toots Park (5RT2760), it will have tlie same noise
level increase as Little Toots Park (sec above). CDOT has determined that construction will result in no
adverse effect to the Community Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park.
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Rcsidcnce/Officc, 1206 Lincoln (5RT.2750): CDOT has determined that (his structure is not eligible for
tlie NRHP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected.

Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759): Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of
US 40. Direct impacts would include a take of land along the front of the park that faces US 40. The take
would be an approximate 9-foot maximum strip (width varies sliglitly) along the 280-foot length of the
park fronting US 40. This would result in a take of 1,188 square feet, or 0.027 acre, which represents

1.33 percent of the land within the existing park. A fivc-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's
border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new retaining wall that would be a maximum of nine feet in height. The property takes
would not directly affect Iron Spring itself. Iron Spring is situated toward the northwest end ofttie park
approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for this project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and

dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected
to be 64.7, a decrease of 3.3 dbA from the existing noise level. This decrease is accounted for through die
construction of the retaining wall in the proposed project plans which will absorb much of the projectrelated noise. As a result, there will be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.
Iron Springs has been a city-owncd park since the 1930s. Native Americans, then settlers, and now

tourists visit the park to view the hot springs. People would continue to visit the park to view the hot
spring after construction of this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and
municipal gathering place. The changes to this park as a result of the project would not affect the
integrity of the park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. There would be changes in
materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to the existing retaining wall along ttie south side
of the property. However, that retaining wall is built of modem materials and is not a contributing
element of the park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that there will be no adverse effect resulting from
this project.
Bud Wemcr Memorial Library, 1289 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2751): CDOT has determined that this
structure is not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there CDOT has determined a finding of no historic
properties affected.
1

Express Building, 1306 Lincolu Avenue (5RT.2752): CDOT has determined that this structure is not
eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there will be no historic properties affected.
West Lincoln Park, (5RT.2758): West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts to this park include an acquisition of small portions of park land at both the northwest and
southeast ends of the park. There is no existing sidewalk along Uie northern portion of the park adjacent
to US 40. This would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to
the northwest corner of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving
multimodal access both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the
existing parking area at the north end oftlie park. The land needed for tlie project at die south end is
adjacent to 13 "Street. The total takes within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,774 square feet, or
0.041 acre, which is less than 1 percent (0.65 percent) of the total land area in the park. Temporary
indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise
and dust. The park tias an existing noise level of 63.7 dBA which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the
year 2035 without any construction, If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
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projected to be 66.1, resulting in an increase of 2.4 (.1BA from existing noise levels. Allhough the pruject
will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is barely perceptible to (lie luunan ear, and will

not alter the qualities that make tlie National Register eligible.
The properly acquired for this project will not directly affect the Sulpliur Spring or tlic historic Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
267 feet from tlie spring, and the nearest take to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 73 feet from
the gazebo. A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 tcet would be placed along US 40, The existing grade
of the park is lower tlian the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in clevalion between the
road and the Yampa River on tlie south side oftlie park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views

into the park should not be affected by the fill wall. Pliotos arc attached that show the existing grade
differential in the park.
West Lincoln Park has been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs. Native Americans,
then settlers, and now tourists visit the park to view the hot springs. People would continue to visit the
park to view the hot spring after construction of this project. The changes to this park as a result of the
project would not afFect the integrity of the park in terms of location, association, setting, or feeling. It
would retain its sense of lime and place as a city park along the Yainpa River. It would continue to serve

as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. Therefore, CDOT has detennined
that there would be no adverse effect resulting from this project.
Soda Springs Pavilion (5RT.1046): There would be no direct effects to this historic pavilion.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The long term noise impacts to Soda Springs Pavilion are the same as those

discussed under West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT has determined that construction would result in
no adverse effect to the Soda Springs Pavilion in West Lincoln Park.
Dream Island Plaza, 1313-1320 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2753): CDOT lias determined that this structure
is not eligible for the NRITP. Therefore, tliere will be no historic properties affected.
Commcrcial-Harms, 1842 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2754): CDOT has determined that this structure is
not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.
Steamboat Veterinary Hospital, 1878 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2755): CDOT has determined tliat this
structure is not eligible for (lie NRIff. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected.

All Seasons Taxidcrmy, 2354 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.275()): CDOT has detennined tliat tliis stmcture is
not eligible for the NRHP. Therefore, there would be no historic properties affected,
Klcin Farm, 2385 Lincoln Avenue (5RT.2757): There would be no direct effects to this property
because the highway alignment was shifted to the north and a fill wall proposed to avoid direct impacts.
The typical design for this section of roadway calls for detached sidewalks; however, the sidewalks would
be attached to the curb to reduce the area of impact. A fill wall would be placed adjacent to US 40 just
outside the property's north boundary. The wall would average 2 to 3 feet in height and have a maximum
height of 5 feet. Its length would be less than 300 feet. The house currently sits 3.5 feet below the grade
of [lie roadway. Immediately m front of the house die new road will be aligned roughly on top of the
existing road, (lie widening in that area is being done mostly to accommodate the sidewalk. Tlie proposed

wall, which will be located twenty-five feet away from the house, will result in six inches of additional
view obstmclion than the existing road grade currently creates. Photos arc attached that show the existing
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grade difference between US 40 and tlie farm property. The wall height will be taller on the west end of
the Klein Farm property, however, tlial increase in lieight will not obstruct the view of the lionse
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway iinprovements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. aug term noise levels are expected to increase 3.1 dBA from the existing noise

level of 64.7 dBA to 67.8 dBA if the project is built. Tliis increase is barely perceptible to the human ear,
and will nul alter the characteristics that qualify the property for National Register eligibility. Although
tticre will be a minor height increase of the wall in front of the property versus the grade that currently
exists, this will have a very minor visual impact. The introduction of a wall and sidewalks in the area will
do very little to impact the setting of the farm as much of the setting has already been compromised
through recent construction and commercial areas across US 40. CDOT has determined tliat construction
would result in no adverse effect to the Klein Farm.

SECTION 4(F) AND DE MlNIMIS
Background

In addition to Section 106 of the NHPA, FIIWA must comply with Section 4(f), which is codified at both
49 U.S.C § 303 and 23 U.S.C, § 138. Congress amended Section 4(f) when it enacted the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (Public Law 109-59,
enacted August 10, 2005) ("SAFETEA-LU"). Section 6009 ofSAFETEA-LU added a new subsection to
Section 4(f), which authorizes FHWA to approve a project that uses Section 4(f) lands that are part of a
historic property without preparation of an Avoidance Analysis, if it makes a finding that such uses would
liave "de minimis" impacts upon the Section 4(f) resource, with the concurrence of the SHPO. On March

12, 2008, FHWA and the Federal Transit Administration published a Section 4(f) Final Rule (23 CFR
Part 774) to clarify the 4(f) approval process and simplify tlie regulatory requirements. The Final Rule
outlines procedures for determining a de immmia impact.

On December 12, 2005, tlie Federal Highway Administration issued its "Guidance for Determining De
Minimis Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources" which indicates that a finding of de minimis can be made
when the Section 106 process results in a no adverse effect or no historic properties affected
determination, when the SIIPO is informed of the FIIWA's intent to make a de minimis impact finding
based on their written concurrence in die Section 106 determination, and when FHWA has considered the

views of any Section 106 consulting parties participating in the Section 106 process. This new provision
of Section 4(f), the associated guidance, and 23 CFR Part 774 are in part the basis of this letter, and of
FHWA's determination and notification ofcfe ininiinis impacts to the city of Steamboat Spring Historic
Preservation Advisory Commission with respect to the proposed project. At this time we are notifying the
Section 106 consulting parties per section 6009(b)(2)(C).
Notiiication of Section 4(f) De Minimis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect on Little Toots Park (5RT2760), Community
Center/ Log Cabin in Little Toots Park (5RT1047), Iron Springs Park (5RT2759), West Luicoln Park

(5RT2758), Soda Springs Pavillion (5RT1046) and Klein Farm (5RT2757). Based on the no adverse
effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for
tlie property. The State Historic Preservation Officer has also been notified of this de minimis fmding.
As a local governmental entity with a potential interest in these historic resources, we welcome your

comments regarding the Section 106 and Section 4(0 de minimis determinations. Should you elect to
respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your
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prompt attentiun to this matter. If you require additional information, please contact CDOT Assistant

StatY Historian Jennifer Walilers al (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,

Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures:

Effects Images
Survey Report

ec:

Tammic Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

September 22, 2009
Mr. Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservation Officer

Colorado Historical Society

1300 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203
SUBJECT: Additional information, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Mr. Nichols:

Correspondence regarding determinations of eligibility and effects for the project reference above was
submitted to your office on August 4, 2009. Since that time additional information regarding effects has
become available regarding two historic park properties. Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln
Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to support the eligibility determinations presented in the previous
correspondence regarding these resources. Updated impact assessments for the two parks are included

below; effects determinations for the remaining five properties presented in the August 4 letter remain
unchanged.

Effects Determinations
The impacts to West Lincoln Park (5RT2758) are 0.004-acre less than those reflected in the earlier
correspondence. In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs,
have determined to pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. This will
result in a slight increase in the amount of land acquired and a temporary easement. The modified effects
to each park are presented in detail below, and the attached figures show the modified direct impacts.

Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Parkisa2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be an approximate 9-foot maximum strip (with slightly varying width) along most
of the 150-foot length of the park fronting US 40, up to an approximate 12'foot maximum strip near both
ends of the park. This would result in the acquisition of 1,674 square feet, or 0.038 acre, which represents

1.87 percent of the land within the existing park. In addition, approximately 352 square feet (0,008 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the

park's border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new terraced wall that would be an overall maximum height of 9 feet. The transportation
improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park, Portions of the land
acquired from the park are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide landscaping near the roadway,
and a 3-foot-wide landscaped terrace mcorporated into the retaining wall. The property acquisitions

would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and
dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
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2035 without any construction. Ifthe project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are

projected to be 64.7 dBA, a decrease of 3.3 dBA from the existing level. This decrease is accounted for
through the construction of the retaining wall, which would absorb much of the project-related noise.

Consequently, there would be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.
Iron Springs has been a city-owned park since the 1930s. Generations of local and regional residents

visited the park, and locals and tourists continue to visit the spring, as they would after construction of
this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and municipal gathering place. The
changes to the park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association,
setting, or feeling. There would be changes in materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to

the existing retaining wall along the south side of the property, but that wall is built of modem materials
and is not a conb-ibuting element of the park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that the project will result
in ?zo adverse effect,

West Lincoln Park, 5RT.2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include an acquisition of small portions of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
corner of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in die existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13 Street. The
total property acquired within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,

which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4 letter). In addition, approximately 312 square feet (0.007 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. Temporary indirect effects during construction of
the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing

noise level of 63.7 dBA, which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the year 2035 without any construction,
If the project is constncted as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be 66.1, resulting in an
increase of 2.4 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the project would result in a noise increase to
this property, the change would be barely perceptible to the human ear and would not alter the qualities
that make the park eligible for the NRHP.
The property acquired for this project will not du-ectly affect the Sulphur Spring or the historic Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
263 feet from the spring, and the nearest acquisition to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 70 feet.
A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40. The existing grade of the park
is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between the road and the
Yampa River on the south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views into the park

will not be affected by the fill wall. Photos are attached that show the existing grade differential in the
park.

West Lincoln Park has been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs. Changes to the
park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association, setting, or
feeling. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along the Yampa River, and would
continue to serve as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. As the updated

effects result in a lesser impact, CDOT has determined that there still would be no adverse effect resulting
from this project.
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Notification of Section 4<f) De Minimis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect to Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT.2758). Based on the no adverse effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de
minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for these historic sites.
We request your concurrence with the determinations of eligibility and effect presented in the August 4,
2009 correspondence, and with the determinations of effect discussed above which incorporate updated
information for 5RT2758 and 5RT2759. We also request your acknowledgement of the 4(f) de minimis
determination. This information has been forwarded to the City of Steamboat Springs, the Routt County
Historic Preservation Board and Historic Routt County! for review. Once we receive their comments we

will forward them to you.
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional information in
order to complete your review, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303)
757-9758.
Veiy truly yours,

/ J^v^
Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Effects Images

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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September 23, 2009
Ms. Laureen Schaffer

Historic Preservation Advisory Commission

PO Box 775088
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477-5088
SUBJECT: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West Corridor
Dear Ms. Schaffer:

Correspondence regarding determinations of National Register of Historic Places eligibility and effects
for the project referenced above was submitted to your office on August 4, 2009. Since that time
additional information regarding effects has become available regarding two historic park properties. Iron

Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to support the eligibility
detenninations presented in the previous correspondence regarding these resources. Updated impact

assessments for the two parks are included below; effects determinations for the remaining five properties
presented in the August 4 letter remain unchanged.

Effects Determinations
The impacts to West Lincohi Park (5RT2758) are 0.004-acre less than those reflected in the earlier
correspondence. In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs,
have detennined to pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. This will
result in a slight increase in die amount of land acquired and a temporary easement. The modified effects
to each park are presented in detail below, and the attached figures show the modified direct impacts.
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include, acquisition of land along the front of the park.that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be an approximate 9-foot maximum strip (with slightly varying width) along most
of the 150-foot length of the park fronting US 40, up to an approximate 12-foot maximum strip near both
ends of the park. This would result in the acquisition of 1,674 square feet, or 0,038 acre, which represents

1.87 percent of the land within the existing park. In addition, approximately 352 square feet (0.008 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the

park's border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new terraced wall that would be an overall maximum height of 9 feet. The transportation

improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park. Portions of the land
acquired from the park are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide landscaping near the roadway,
and a 3-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining wall. The property acquisitions

would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquked for the project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and
dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
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projected to be 64.7 dBA, a decrease of 3.3 dBA from the existing level. This decrease is accounted for
through the construction of the retaining wall, which would absorb much of the project-related noise.
Consequently, there would be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.

Iron Springs has been a city-owned park since the 1930s. Generations of local and regional residents
visited the park, and locals and tourists continue to visit the spring, as they would after construction of
this project. Tt would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and municipal gathering place. The
changes to the park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association,

setting, or feeling. There would be changes in materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to
the existing retaining wall along the south side of the property, but that wall is built of modem materials
and is not a contributing element of the park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that the project will result
in no adverse effect.

West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include an acquisition of small portions of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
comer of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13th Street. The
total property acquired within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre^l57 square
feet] less than described in our August 4 letter). In addition, approximately 312 square feet (0.007 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. Temporary indirect effects during construction of

the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing
noise level of 63.7 dBA, which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the year 2035 without any construction.
If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be 66.1, resulting in an
increase of 2.4 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the project would result in a noise increase to
this property, the change would be barely perceptible to the human ear and would not alter the qualities
that make the park eligible for the NRHP,
The property acquired for this project will not directly affect the Sulphur Spring or the historic Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
263 feet from the spring, and the nearest acquisition to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 70 feet.
A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40. The existing grade of the park
is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between the road and the
Yampa River on the south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views into the park
will not be affected by the fill wall. Photos are attached that show the existing grade differential in the
park.

West Lincoln Park has been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs. Changes to the
park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association, setting, or
feeling. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along the Yampa River, and would
continue to serve as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. As the updated

effects result in a lesser impact, CDOT has determined that there still would be no adverse effect resulting
from th is project.
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Notification of Section 4(f) De Minimis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect to Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT2758). Based on the no adverse effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de
minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for these historic sites.
As a local entity with a potential interest in these historic resources, we welcome your comments

regarding the Section 106 and Section 4(f) de minimis determinations. Should you elect to respond we
request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your prompt
attention to this matter. If you require additional information in order to complete your review, please

contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,

/^Brad Beckham, Manager
P Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Effects Images

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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Mr. Townsend H. Anderson, Executive Director

Historic Routt County!

PO Box 775717
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West Corridor
Dear Mr. Townsend:

Correspondence regarding determinations of National Register of Historic Places eligibility and effects
for the project referenced above was submitted to your office on August 4, 2009. Since that time
additional information regarding effects has become available regarding two historic park properties. Iron

Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to support the eligibility
determinations presented in the previous correspondence regarding these resources. Updated impact

assessments for the two parks are included below; effects determinations for the remaining five properties
presented in the August 4th letter remain unchanged.
Effects Determinations

The impacts to West Lincoln Park (5RT2758) are 0.004-acre less than those reflected in the earlier
correspondence. In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs,
have determined to pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. This will
result in a slight mcrease in the amount of land acquired and a temporary easement. The modified effects

to each park are presented in detail below, and the attached figures show the modified direct impacts.
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
4Q. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway,
The acquisition would be an approximate 9-foot maximum strip (with slightly varying width) along most
of the 150-foot length of the park fronting US 40, up to an approximate 12-foot maximum strip near both
ends of the park. This would result in the acquisition of 1,674 square feet, or 0.038 acre, which represents

1.87 percent of the land within the existing park. In. addition, approximately 352 square feet (0.008 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the

park's border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new terraced wall that would be an overall maximum height of 9 feet. The transportation
improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park. Portions of the land
acquired from the park are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide landscapmg near the roadway,
and a 3-foot-wide landscaped ten-ace incorporated into the retaining wall. The property acquisitions

would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and
dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
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projected to be 64.7 dBA, a decrease of 3.3 dBA from the existing level. This decrease is accounted for
through the constmction of the retabing wall, which would absorb much of the project-related noise.
Consequently, there would be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.

Iron Springs has been a city-owned park since the 1930s. Generations of local and regional residents
visited the park, and locals and tourists continue to visit the spring, as they would after construction of

this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and municipal gathering place. The
changes to the park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association,
setting, or feeling. There would be changes in materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to
the existing retaining wall along the south side of the property, but that wall is built of modem materials
and is not a contributing element of the park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that the project will result
in no adverse effect.

West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include an acquisition of small portions of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
comer of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13 Street. The
total property acquired within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4th letter). In addition, approximately 312 square feet (0.007 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. Temporary indirect effects durmg construction of

the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing
noise level of 63.7 dBA, which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the year 2035 without any construction.
If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be 66.1, resulting in an
increase of 2.4 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the project would result in a noise increase to
this property, the change would be barely perceptible to the human ear and would not alter the qualities
that make the park eligible for the NRHP.
The property acquired for this project will not directly affect the Sulphur Spring or the historic Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
263 feet from the spring, and the nearest acquisition to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 70 feet.
A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40. The existing grade of the park
is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between the road and the
Yampa River on the south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views into the park
will not be affected by the fill wall. Photos are attached that show the existing grade differential in the
park.

West Lincoln Park has been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs. Changes to the
park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association, setting, or

feeling. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along the Yampa River, and would
continue to serve as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. As the updated

effects result in a lesser impact, CDOT has determined that there still would be no adverse effect resulting
from tills project.

Mr. Townsend
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Notification of Section 4ff) De Minimis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect to Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT2758). Based on the no adverse effect finding outlined above, FHWA may make a de
minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for these historic sites.
As a local non-profit entity with a potential interest in these historic resources, we welcome your

comments regarding the Section 106 and Section 4(f) de minimis determinations. Should you elect to
respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your
prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional information in order to complete your review,

please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very tmly yours,

)fj] Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Effects Images

Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

STATKQj^COLORADO

Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver. Colorado 80222 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

September 23, 2009
Ms. Dee Bolton .

Routt County Historic Preservation Board

PO Box 773598
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West Corridor
Dear Ms. Bolton;

Correspondence regarding determinations of National Register of Historic Places eligibility and effects
for the project referenced above was submitted to your office on August 4, 2009. Since that time
additional information regarding effects has become available regarding two historic park properties. Iron

Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to support the eligibility
determinations presented in the previous correspondence regarding these resources. Updated impact

assessments for the two parks are included below; effects determinations for the remaining five properties
presented in the August 4th letter remain unchanged.

Effects Determinations
The impacts to West Lincoln Park (5RT2758) are 0.004-acre less than those reflected in the earlier
correspondence. In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs,
have determined to pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. This will
result in a slight increase in the amount of land acquired and a temporary easement. The modified effects

to each park are presented in detail below, and the attached figures show the modified direct impacts.
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be an approximate 9-fo.ot maximum strip (with slightly varying width) along most
of the 150-foot length of the park fronting US 40, up to an approximate 12-foot maximum strip near both
ends of the park. This would result in the acquisition of 1,674 square feet, or 0.038 acre, which represents

1.87 percent of the land within the existing park. In addition, approximately 352 square feet (0.008 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the
park's border with the sidewalk along US 40 (see attached photos). The existing retaining wall would be
replaced with a new terraced wall that would be an overall maximum height of 9 feet. The transportation
improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park. Portions of the land
acquired from the park are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide landscaping near the roadway,
and a 3-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining wall. The property acquisitions

would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the northwest end of the park
approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the project. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and
dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70.3 dBA by the year
2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are
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projected to be 64.7 dBA, a decrease of 3.3 dBA from the existing level. This decrease is accounted for
through the construction of the retaining wall, which would absorb much of the project-related noise.
Consequently, there would be no significant noise effect as a result of this project.

Iron Springs has been a city-owned park since the 1930s. Generations of local and regional residents
visited the park, and locals and tourists continue to visit the spring, as they would after construction of
this project. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park and municipal gathering place. The
changes to the park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association,

setting, or feeling. There would be changes in materials, design, and workmanship due to alterations to
the existing retaining wall along the south side of the property, but that wall is built of modem materials
and is not a contributing element of the park. Therefore, CDOT has determined that the project will result
in no adverse effect.

West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include an acquisition of small portions of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
corner of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13th Street. The
total property acquired within this historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4 letter). In addition, approximately 312 square feet (0.007 acre)
of temporary impacts would occur during construction. Temporary indirect effects during construction of

the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing
noise level of 63.7 dBA, which is expected to rise to 66.2 dBA by the year 2035 without any construction.
If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be 66.1, resulting in an
increase of 2.4 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the project would result in a noise increase to
this property, the change would be barely perceptible to the human ear and would not alter the qualities
that make the park eligible for the NRHP.
The property acquired for this project will not directly affect the Sulphur Spring or the historic Soda
Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest acquisition of land to the Sulphur Spring is approximately
263 feet from the spring, and the nearest acquisition to the Soda Spring Gazebo is approximately 70 feet.
A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed along US 40. The existing grade of the park
is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between the road and the
Yampa River on the south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views into the park
will not be affected by the fill wall. Photos are attached that show the existing grade differential in the
park.

West Lincoln Park has been a city park since the establishment of Steamboat Springs, Changes to the
park as a result of the project would not affect its integrity in terms of location, association, setting, or
feeling. It would retain its sense of time and place as a city park along the Yampa River, and would
continue to serve as a community gathering place as it has since the city's establishment. As the updated

effects result in a lesser impact, CDOT has determined that there still would be no adverse effect resulting
from this project.

Ms. Bolton
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Notification of Section 4ff) De Minimis Determination
This project has been determined to have no adverse effect to Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT2758), Based on the no adverse effect fmding outlined above, FHWA may make a de
minimis finding for the Section 4(f) requirements for these historic sites.
As a local governmental entity with a potential interest in these historic resources, we welcome your

comments regarding the Section 106 and Section 4(f) de minimis determinations. Should you elect to
respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. Thank you in advance for your
prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional information in order to complete your review,
please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.

A

Very truly yours,

/jyj Brad Beckham, Manager
/^ Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Effects Images

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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ge§ OFFICE o/ARCHAEOLOGY and HISTORIC PRESERVATION
October 1, 2009
Brad Beckham
Manager, Environmental Programs Branch
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Denver, CO 80222
Re: Determinations of Eligibility and Effects and Notification of Section 4(f) De Mmimis
Determination, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County. (CHS #54396)
Dear Mr. Beckham,
Thank you for your correspondence dated August 4, 2009 and September 2009 and received by our
office on August 7, 2009 and September 2009 respectively regarding the consultation of the above-

mentioned project under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (Section 106).
After review of the provided additional information, we do not object to the proposed Area of

Potential Effects (APE). We concur with the recommended findings of National Register eligibility
for the submitted suryeyed pioperdes, We are unable to concur with the recommended finding of
no adverse effect for resources 5RT.2759 and 5RT.2758. In past Section 106 consultations, we have

made the jusdfication of adverse effect if land from within a historic boundary for an eligible
property is being directly taken. At rimes, we have concurred with the recommended finding of no

adverse effect for taking land within a historic boundary if that area of land has lost integrity due to
paving, installation of a culvert, etc. In the case of resources 5RT.2758 and 5RT.2759, it appears

that the lands within the historic boundaries of these eligibility properdes are intact and the taking of
these lands m order to move pavement closer within the historic boundaries would result in an
adverse effect. Because the adverse effect is minor in comparison to other projects, we recommend
that the mitigation to resolve the adverse effect be scaled to the nature of the project.
If unidentified archaeological resources are discovered during construction, work must be

interrupted until the resources have been evaluated in terms of the National Register criteria, 36
CRP 60.4, in consultation with this office.
We request being involved in the consultation process with the local government, which as

stipulated in 36 CFR 800.3 is required to be notified of the undertaking, and with other consulting
parties. Additional information provided by the local government or consulting pardes might cause
our office to re-evaluate our eligibility and potential effect findings. Please note that our compliance
letter does not end the 30-day review period provided to other consulting pardes. If we may be of
further assistance, please contact Amy Pallante, our Section 106 Compliance Coordinator, at (303)

866-4678.
Sincerely,

^

u.r-^
Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservadon Officer

COLORADO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
1300BROADWAY DENVER COLORADO 80203 TEL 303/866-3395 FAX 303/866-2711 www.coloradohistory-oahp.org

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Shumate Building

DEPARTMEHT OF TRANSPOFITAT

Denver, Colorado 80222

(303)757-9281

November 2, 2009
Mr. Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservation Officer
Colorado Historical Society
1300Broadway
Denver, CO 80203

SUBJECT: Archaeology Survey Report/Eligibility and Effects Determinations, CDOT Proj ect CC
0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County (CHS #54396)
Dear Mr. Nichols:
Enclosed for your review is a copy of the archaeological resources survey report and associated site form

for the transportation project referenced above. The City of Steamboat Spnngs, in cooperation with the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and
Routt County, is studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches Steamboat Springs from the
West. The purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing
congestion, improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along the existing
alignment. The project is being evaluated as a Documented Categorical Exclusion as defined by the
National Environmental Policy Act. Consultation with your staff regarding the corridor Area of Potential
Effects was completed in March 2009, and information related to the separate historic resources survey
was submitted to your office in August and September. The archaeological survey was conducted by
TEC, Inc. under contract to Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., on behalf of Steamboat Springs.
One archaeological site was documented during the survey, consisting of the segment of US 40 within the
project corridor (5RT2767.1). No prehistoric or other historic archaeological sites or features were
identified. Based on modifications to the setting of the highway over the past half century as well as
impacts to the segment's physical integrity as a result of periodic roadway construction and maintenance,

5RT2767.1 is assessed as not supporting the overall potential NRHP eligibility of US 40 in Routt County.
The proposed highway improvements will therefore not have a detrimental effect on the lengthy highway
resource beyond the project boundaries, and consequently CDOT has determined that the project will
result in No Adverse Effect to 5RT2767.
This information has been forwarded to the City of Steamboat Springs, the Routt County Historic
Preservation Board and Historic Routt County! for review. We will notify you should responses from
these organizations be received.

We request your concurrence with the eligibility and effects determinations outlined above. If you have
questions or require additional information, please contact CDOT Senior Staff Archaeologist Dan Jepson

at (303)757-9631.

.Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Shumate Building

DEPARTMEKT OF TRAHSPORTAHON

Denver, Colorado 80222

(303)757-9281

November 2, 2009
Ms. Laureen Schaffer

Historic Preservation Advisory Commission
P.O. Box 775088
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Archaeology Survey Report/Eligibility and Effects Determinations, CDOT Project CC
0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County
Dear Ms. Schaffer:
Enclosed for your review is a copy of the archaeological resources survey report and associated site form
for the transportation project referenced above. You were previously provided the opportunity to review

the results of the historic resources survey completed for the undertaking, and CDOT is now soliciting
your review of the archaeology report, at your discretion.
As you are aware, the City of Steamboat Springs, in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is
studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches Steamboat Springs from the West. The
purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,

improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along the existing alignment.
The project is being evaluated as a Documented Categorical Exclusion as defined by the National
Environmental Policy Act.
One archaeological site was documented during the survey, consisting of the segment of US 40 within the
project corridor (5RT2767.1). No prehistoric or other historic archaeological sites or features were
identified. Based on modifications to the setting of the highway over the past half .century as well as
impacts to the segment's physical integrity as a result of periodic roadway construction and maintenance,

5RT2767.1 is assessed as not supporting the overall potential NRHP eligibility of US 40 in Routt County.
The proposed highway improvements will therefore not have a detrimental effect on the lengthy highway
resource beyond the project boundaries, and CDOT has determined that the project will result in No
Adverse Effect to 5RT2767.
This information has been forwarded to the State Historic Preservation Officer for Section 106
compliance purposes, and also to the City of Steamboat Springs and Historic Routt County! for review.
As a local preservation entity with a potential interest in the archaeological resource described above, we

welcome your comments regarding the Section 106 determinations. Should you elect to respond we
request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. If you have questions or require additional
information, please contact CDOT Senior Staff Archaeologist Dan Jepson at (303)757-9631.
Very truly yours,

/AVC-^?Srad Beckham, Manager

I/ Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Shumate Building

DEPARTMENT OF TRAHSPORTAKOi

Denver, Colorado 80222

(303) 757-9281

November 2, 2009
Ms. Dee Bolton

Routt County Historic Preservation Board
P.O. Box 773598

Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Archaeology Survey Report/Eligibility and Effects Determinations, CDOT Project CC
0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County
Dear Ms. Bolton:
Enclosed for your review is a copy of the archaeological resources survey report and associated site form
for the transportation project referenced above. You were previously provided the opportunity to review

the results of the historic resources survey completed for the undertaking, and CDOT is now soliciting
your review of the archaeology report, at your discretion.

As you are aware, the City of Steamboat Springs, in cooperation witU the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is
studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches Steamboat Springs from the West. The
purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,

improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along the existing alignment.
The project is being evaluated as a Documented Categorical Exclusion as defined by the National
Environmental Policy Act.
One archaeological site was documented during the survey, consisting of the segment of US 40 within the
project corridor (5RT2767.1). No prehistoric or other historic archaeological sites or features were
identified. Based on modifications to the setting of the highway over the past half century as well as
impacts to the segment's physical integrity as a result of periodic roadway construction and maintenance,

5RT2767.1 is assessed as not supporting the overall potential NRHP eligibility of US 40 in Routt County.
The proposed highway improvements will therefore not have a detrimental effect on the lengthy highway
resource beyond the project boundaries, and CDOT has determined that the project will result in No
Adverse Effect to 5RT2767.
This information has been forwarded to the State Historic Preservation Officer for Section 106
compliance purposes, and also to the City of Steamboat Springs and Historic Routt County! for review.
As a local governmental entity with a potential interest in the linear archaeological resource described
above, we welcome your comments regarding the Section 106 determinations. Should you elect to
respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. If you have questions or require
additional information, please contact CDOT Senior Staff Archaeologist Dan Jepson at (303)757-9631.
Very truly yours,

^ J^^\
^Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Shumate Building
Denver, Colorado 80222

(303)757-9281

November 2, 2009
Mr. Townsend H. Anderson, Executive Director

Historic Routt County!
P.O. Box 775717
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Archaeology Survey Report/Eligibility and Effects Determinations, CDOT Proj ect CC
0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County
Dear Mr. Anderson:
Enclosed for your review is a copy of the archaeological resources survey report and associated site form
for the transportation project referenced above. You were previously provided the opportunity to review

the results of the historic resources survey completed for the undertaking, and CDOT is now soliciting
your review of the archaeology report, at your discretion.
As you are aware, the City of Steamboat Springs, in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and Routt County, is
studying improvements to US Highway 40 as it approaches Steamboat Springs from the West. The
purpose of the project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion,
improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along the existing alignment.
The project is being evaluated as a Documented Categorical Exclusion as defined by the National
Environmental Policy Act.
One archaeological site was documented during the survey, consisting of the segment of US 40 within the
project corridor (5RT2767.1). No prehistoric or other historic archaeological sites or features were
identified. Based on modifications to the setting of the highway over the past half century as well as
impacts to the segment's physical integrity as a result of periodic roadway construction and maintenance,

5RT2767.1 is assessed as not supporting the overall potential NRHP eligibility of US 40 in Routt County.
The proposed highway improvements will therefore not have a detrimental effect on fhe lengthy highway
resource beyond the project boundaries, and CDOT has determined that the project will result in?>
Adverse Effect to 5RT2767.
This information has been forwarded to the State Historic Preservation Officer for Section 106
compliance purposes, and also to the City of Steamboat Springs and Historic Routt County! for review.
As a local preservation organization with a potential interest in the archaeological resource described
above, we welcome your comments regarding the Section 106 detenninations. Should you elect to
respond we request that you do so within 30 days of receipt of this letter. If you have questions or require
additional information, please contact CDOT Senior Staff Archaeologist Dan Jepson at (303)757-9631.
Very truly yours,

I
Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures

f
STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch

4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Shumate Building
Denver, Colorado 80222

(303)757-9281

DB'ARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

November 5, 2009
Ms. Karla Petty, P.E.

Colorado Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
12300 West Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
Lakewood, CO 80228
SUBJECT: Documentation for Finding of Adverse Effect, CDOT Project US 40 Steamboat West,
Routt County
Dear Ms. Petty:

Pursuant to Section 800.6(a)(l) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation regulations. Agency
officials must notify the Council of adverse effect determinations by providing Documentation for
Finding of Adverse Effect, the content of which is specified in Section 800.11 of the regulations. Such
notification allows the Council to detennme whether it will participate in the consultation between the
agency and the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). If the Council does not respond within 30
calendar days, the agency can assume the Council will not be participatmg in the consultation process.

The project referenced above will adversely affect Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park
(5RT2758), properties determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A.
Enclosed are two copies of the Documentation for Finding of Adverse Effect for these historic
resources; one is for your files and the other is to be submitted to the Council. A draft transmittal letter
to the Advisory Council has been Emailed to Eva LaDow and Stephanie Gibson of your staff.
Please send a copy of all your correspondence with the Advisory Council to CDOT Assistant Staff
Historian Jennifer Wahlers for our files. If you have questions or require additional information, please
contact Ms. Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,

BradBeckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch

Enclosures: Documentation of Adverse Effect (FHWA and ACHP copies)

TT COUNTft
Preserving and promoting the heritage ofRoutt County communities and rural areas.
November 6, 2009
Brad Beckham, Manager
Jennifer Wahlers, Assistant Staff Historian
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Shumate Building
Denver, CO 80222

RE: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West Corridor
Dear Mr. Beckham & Ms. Wahlers:
Per our telephone conversation this morning, Ms. Wahlers, thank you for giving me an opportunity to
respond to Mr. Beckham's letter to me dated September 23, 2009.

The proposed mitigating measures for both the Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park
(5RT2758) will adequately address any visual adverse affects to these two historic and cultural resources
upon completion of the improvements to Highway 40. However, as stated in Historic Routt County's letter
to you dated April 13, 2009, our concern is the potential undue adverse affect on these properties durinc
construction. Here is an excerpt from our April 13 letter:
As we know, the railroad's excavation of the shoulder of Howelsen Hill/ Emerald Mountain in the
early 1900's adversely affected the "Steamboat Springs", silencing the "whistle" for which our
community was named. A 2007 exploration of geothermal potential to de-ice the walkways to be
constructed in conjunction with re-development of the Mountain Base Area indicated that drilled
wells to tap sources of adequately heated water could adversely impact springs as much as two
miles away. Therefore, HRC! strongly urges CDOT to conduct the research and tests necessary
to ensure that any improvements to Highway 40 will have no adverse affect on the springs within
and beyond the APE.
I offer the following to clarify the above comments:
Therefore, HRC! strongly urges CDOT to conduct the research and tests necessary to ensure
that any disturbance of the around under and adjacent to Highway 40 during its construction of
improvements will have no adverse affect on the springs within and beyond the APE.
The historical evidence both locally and regionally indicate that ground disturbances can and do
adversely affect the flow and character of thermal and mineral springs. In accordance with Section 106 of

the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and Section 4(f), HRC! asks that any action that CDOT
proposes with respect to Highway 40 take into account the fragility of these resources and include the
necessary measures to avoid any adverse affects.

w^

Respectfully submitted,

Townsend H. Anderson, Executive Director

PO Box 775757
Steamboat Springs CO 80477
Phone 970-875-1305 • Fax 970-875-1248
E-mail: hrc@historicrouttcounty.org
Website: wvyiv.historicrouttcounty.org

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.

Shumate Bldg.

Denver, Colorado 80222

•^&ki
CEnUdMENT OfTRANSTORTATION

(303) 757-9281

November 10, 2009
Mr. Townsend Anderson

Historic Routt County!
P.O. Box 775717

Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Additional Infonnation, US Highway 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County
Dear Mr. Anderson:

Thaiik you for your letter dated November 6,2009 specific to the project referenced above. We
understand your concerns regarding the potential to impact the: function of the springs in the project area
and; nearby vicinity. In response, we have obtained additional information from our consultant geologist
at Jacob3 Engineering for your consideration.
Iron Springs: Iron Springs is located upslope and approximately 110 feet from the nearest proposed
construction activities along US 40. Because these springs are located upslope, are contained in two
isolated pools and have no apparent lateral hydraulic cooneGtion to nearby springs, it is unlikely these
springs are fed from a vertical geothermal source. Previous coastructioa of the existing retaining wall at
D-on Springs Park and its lack of impact on the springs' function support this proposition. In addition, the
proposed design calls for a terraced wall near the location of the existing retaining wall, which will
minimize excavation into the embankment and thereby minimize the potential effects to the function of
Iron Springs. During final design^ test holes will be used to evaluate the soil conditions for the shallow
footers needed for the retaining wall. If these test holes reveal evidence of geothemlal activity, the
project team will assess measures to avoid impacts to Iron Springs.
Sweetwater and Sulphur Springs in Lincoln Park: The proposed project would construct a short
retaining wall along US 40 adjacent to Lincoln Park, which would require minimal gradmg below the
proposed retaining wall. Both the existing and proposed road elevations are ahove;the Sweet Water Lake
elevation. Therefore, grading is riot anticipated to affect groundwater resources or the geothermal sources
that feed Sweetwater Spring. Sulphur Spring is located over 250 feet from the nearest proposed
construction activities.. Due to its distance and down slope location from construction activities. Sulphur
Springs should not be affected.
Steamboat, Terrace, and Black Springs: These springs ate located on the opposite side for the Yampa
River from the proposed project and therefore are hydrogeologically disconnected from the project
activities; the project is unlikely to impact the springs.
Based on this information, CDOT has determined, that^ the project does not have the potential to affect the
springs in the project area or nearby vicinity.

Mr. Anderson
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Thank you for your participation in the Section 106 process. If you have additional questions .or concerns,
please feel free to contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very tnily^ours,

i. Manager

Environmental Programs Branch

ec: Tamnue Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Claric, Jacobs Engineering

ge§ OFFICE of ARCHAEOLOGY and HISTORIC PRESERVATION

November 12, 2009

Danjepson
Senior Staff Archaeologist and Cultural Resource Program Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 E. Arkansas Ave.

Denver, CO 80222
Re: CDOT Project CC 0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County (CHS

#54396)
Dear Mr. Jepson,
Thank you for yout correspondence dated November 2, 2009 (received by our office on November

5, 2009) and the documentation provided regarding the subject project.
Following out review of the documentation provided, we concur that 5RT2767.1 does not

support the eligibility of the larger linear resource of which it is a segment (5RT2767). As such,
we concur that a finding of no adverse effect is appropriate for the activities proposed.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If we may be of further assistance please contact Shina
duVall, Section 106 Compliance Manager, at (303) 866-4674 or shina.duvaU@chs.state.co.us.
Sincere]

^JZ_/
Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservation Officer

ECN/SAD

COLORADO H-ISTORICAL SOCI
1300 BROADWAY DENVER COLORADO 80203 TEL 303/866-3395 FAX 303/866-2711 www.coloradohistory-oahi. ^

From: Historic Routt County [mailto:hrc@springsips.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 6:13 PM
To: Wahlers, Jennifer

Cc: Laureen Schaffer
Subject: RE: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West Corridor
Jennifer:
I received Brad Beckham's letter to me dated November 10, 2009, responding to my letter regarding
potential impacts of construction on the functioning of the springs in the vicinity. Please extend my thanks
to him for his consideration of our concerns. Knowing the damage that the railroad caused to the springs
by the tracks, we have all learned that these springs are fragile and need good stewardship like any other
cultural and historic resources. We appreciate Mr. Beckham's willingness to seek further assurances
from the consulting geologist.
Thank you again. Towny
TOWNSEND H. ANDERSON

HISTORIC ROUTT COUNTY!
P.O. Box 775717
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80477

970-875-1305(0)
970-875-1248 (F)
970-846-4553 (C)
HRC(a).HISTORICROUTTCOUNTY.ORG
WWW.HISTORICROUTTCOUNTY.ORG

®

U.S. Department Colorado Federal Aid 12300 W. Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
of Transportation Division Lakewood, CO 80228
Federal Highway
Administration December 4, 2009

Mr. Ralston Cox, Director

Office of Federal Agency Programs
Attn: Carol Legard
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Ste. 803

Washington, DC 20004
SUBJECT: Documentation of Finding of Adverse Effect for Colorado Department of Transportation
Project US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County, Colorado
Dear Mr. Cox:

Transmitted herewith is the Documentation of Finding of Adverse Effect for Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) Project US 40 Steamboat West.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Colorado State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) have agreed that the proposed undertaking will have an Adverse Effect on Iron Springs Park
(5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758), which were determined eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.
FHWA is submitting this Documentation of Finding of Adverse Effect, pursuant to the Advisory Council
Regulations, 36 CFR Part 800, Section 800.6 (a) (1). In accordance with the process set forth in the
regulations, mitigation measures have been agreed upon with the SHPO and are outlined in the request for
concurrence of effects (Attachment C of the Documentation).
If there are any questions regardmg this project, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian, Jennifer

Wahlers at (303) 757-9758 or Stephanie Gibson, of this office, at (720)963-3013, or
stephanie.gibson@dot.gov. Ifrespondmg via e-mail, please include Ms. Gibson in the response.

Sincerely yours,

^i^ —-)"
J^,/ Karla S. Petty, P.E.

Division Administrator
Enclosures: (Copy of DAB)
ec: Jennifer Wahlers^Assistant Staff Historian, CDOT Environmental Programs Branch

Eva LaDow, FHWA Operations Engineer

'I**
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BOCUMENTA^ON ^OR FINDING OF ADVERSE EFFECT

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIOM PRQJSCT
US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATKW
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS BRANCH
4201 EAST ARKANSAS AVE.
DENVER, COLORADO 80222
October 2009

DOCUMENTATION FOR FINDING OF ADVERSE EFFECT
US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County, Colorado

This documentation is prepared in accordance with the Advisory Council Regulations, 36 CFR 800.1 l(e),
which stipulates the iaclusion of the following items:
1. A description of the undertaking, specifying the Federal involvement, and its area of potential
effects, including photographs, maps, and drawings, as necessary.

This project involves improvements to a 5.2-mile segment of US Highway 40 as it approaches the City of
Steamboat Springs from the west (Attachment A). The city is the project proponent, working in close
coordination with bofh the Federal Highway Administration and Colorado Department of Transportation.
The purpose of the proposed undertaking is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing
congestion, improving mobility, balancing multimodal use, andprovidmg effective access. The study is
being evaluated as a documented Categorical Exclusion under the National Environmental Policy Act.
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) encompasses properties where widening beyond the current right-ofway (ROW) may occur, generally toward the eastern end of the project. la areas where no additional
ROW will likely be necessary (the more rural western portion, of the corridor), the APE was drawn to
reflect the current highway ROW boundaries. The width of the APE varies to account for proposed
widening and intersection improvements, and the potential for indirect effects as a result of those
improvements,

2. A description of the steps taken to identify historic properties.
Between February and May 2009, intensive-level field surveys of newly and previously recorded
properties was conducted within the APE. Research was also conducted at the Tread of Pioneers
Museum, the local history collection at the Bud Wemer Memorial Library, the Routf County tax
assessor's ofRce, and infottnation obtained from staff at the Steamboat Springs Planning and Community
Development Department, newspaper articles, historic books and maps, and other primary and secondary
sources. Six of the thirteen properties newly recorded or re-evaluated are assessed as eligible for

inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places (NRNP).
3. A description of the affected historic properties, including information on the charaeteristics
that qualify them for the National Register.
Two of the recorded properties will be adversely impacted by the project. Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) is
significant for its association with the settlement and progress of Steamboat Springs. James Crawford, the
founder of Steamboat Springs, recognized the importance of the springs and staked his land claim and
built his cabin near it. For these reasons, it is eligible under Criterion A. West Lincohi Park (5RT2758)
is significant as the location of a cluster of many of the various warm mineral springs that appear in
Steamboat Springs. The park is significant for its association with the settlement and progress of
Steamboat Springs. The area has been utilized as a park since town settlement, and was officially added to
the city in 1909. It is eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A for its association with the development of
Steamboat Springs.
4. A description of the undertaking's effects on historic propcEties.
ton Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US 40. Direct impacts would
include an acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces US 40. The acquisition would include
a 6-foot strip along most ofth.el50 ft. length of the park fronting US 40, with a maximum width of9-feet.
This would result in an acquisition of 1,674 square feet, or 0.038 acre, which represents 1.87 percent of

tiie land within the existing park. Within the acquisition aresi, osfy l,22tsQiiare feet, or 0.028 acres

(representing 1.38 percent of the land within the existing park) would be impacted. A five-foot-tall
retaining wall exists along the park's border with the sidewalk adjacent to US 40 (see attached photos).
Originally, the existing retaining wall would be replaced with a new wall that would be a maKimum of
nine feet in height. Through minimization efforts, however, the wall will be replaced with two terraced
walls, 'the lower 5-feet tail and the upper 3-feet tall. The property acquisitions would not directly affect
Iron Spring itself, as it is situated toward the northwest end of the park approximately 100 feet from the
strip of land that will be acquired for the project. Temporary indirect effects during construction of the
roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and dust.

West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct impacts to this park include an
acquisition of small portions of park land at both the northwest and southeast ends of the park. The
proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest comer of the park and connection to
the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access both to and through the park. This
will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at the north end of the park. The total
take within the historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,774 square feet, or 0.041 acre, which is less than 1
percent (0.65 percent) of the total land area. A fill wall with a maximum height of 5 feet would be placed
along US 40. The existing grade of the park is lower than the grade of the road, as the land drops about
15 feet in elevation between the road and the Yampa River south of the park. Because of the park's lower
elevation, the views into the park will not be affected by the fill wall. Temporary indirect effects during
construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and dust.

After consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and consulting parties, CDOT has
determined that although the amount of land taken would be small, the lands within the historic
boundaries of these eligible properties are intact. The land aGquisition and resultant movement of the
highway closer to the historic park properties would result in. adverse effects due to changes in the setting
of the properties.

5. An explanation of why the criteria of adverse effect were found applicable or inapplicable,
including any conditions or future actions to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects.

In accordance with Section 800.5 of the Advisory Council regulations, CDOT has applied the criteria of
adverse effect and determined the .project will have an adverse eifect because it will alter the setting of the
historic park properties. Project planners have minimized the impacts to the parks, yet small-scale
impacts could not be avoided while still accommodating the road improvements and the tie-in with
multimodal transportation options via the sidewalk.
Mitigation for the adverse effect will consist of utilizing local river rock for the new terraced retaining
wall at Iron Springs Park (river rock is a material historically used in walls at the park) and removing tree
•grafes in the design plan so the sidewalk may be narrowed and intrusion into the park can be minimized.

The mitigation efforts will lead to a minimized acquisition of Iron Springs Park of 1,222 square feet
compared to initial plans to acquire 1,674 square feet.
6. Copies or summaries of any views provided by consulting parties and the public.
The SHPO has concurred with the lead agency's determinations of effects, and their written views are
attached. The City of Steamboat Springs Historic Preservation Advisory Commission, the Routt County
Historic Preservation Board and Historic Routt County! were provided the opportunity to review.the
project. Historic Routt County! and the City of Steamboat Springs responded to the initial Area of
Potential Effects letter. None of the consulting parties provided formal comments on the eligibility and
effects determinations, although the Steamboat Springs Historic Preservation Advisory Commission was
involved in creating the mitigation measures to minimize the encroachment into Iron Springs Park.
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Parcel Boundaries
Historic Property Impact

; 4' ;

Existing Ground-

New Edge of Grass

Beginning of Park (Face of Existing Wall)

IRON SPRINGS PARK

3' Planting

Beginning of Existing Edge of Grass

Proposed Sidewalk

' ;JFBP|;

Edge of Existing Pavement

'Proposed Road

Notes:
Total distance into the park is about 13' on average. 4' of which
is grassy area that is impacted.
Wall heights can vary depending how tall the front wall is. A
shorter front wall would mean a taller back wall, and vice versa.
* 1' concrete paving band/wall buffer, 8' multi-use sidewalk,
2' splash curb, 0.5' top of curb.

ALONG US 40, LOOKING EAST

US 40
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80222

^tfUfil
DEFARTMEtfT OFTRANSFORTATION

(303) 757-9281

January 5, 2010
Mr. Bdward C. Nichols
State Historic Preservation Officer
Colorado Historical Society
1300 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203
SUBJECT: Additional information and Section 4(f) Net Benefits Consultation, US 40 Steamboat

West, Routt County (CHS #54396)
DearMr.Nichols:

This letter includes updated information regarding the project referenced above. Eligibility and effects
determinations for this project were submitted to your office on August 4, 2009 and again on September
22, 2009. Since that time new mformafion regarding effects has become available regarding two historic
park properties: Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to
support the eligibility and effects determinations presented in the previous correspondence regarding
these resources, and with which you concurred in a letter dated October 1, 2009. Effects determinations
for the remaining five properties presented in the August 4 letter remain unchanged.
In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually welcoming from the
sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have determined to
pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. The modified effects to each
park are presented in detail below, and the attached figure shows the ttiodified direct impacts.
Updated Project Impacts:
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be approximately 331 square feet, or 0.007 acre. la addition, approximately 891
square feet (0.020 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during construction but will remain on park
land, A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's border with the sidewalk along US 40. The
existing retaining wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would be a maximum height of 4
feet. The transportation improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park.

Portions of the land impacted will not be acquired from the park and integrated into the transportation
system, but will rather be temporarily impacted and are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide
landscaping near the roadway, and for a 4-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining

wall. The property acquisition would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the
northwest end of the park approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the
project.

Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70

Mr. Nichols
January 5,. 2010
Page 2

dBA by the year 2035 with or without any construction. The noise increase to this property is barely
perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.
West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include acquisitions of small parcels of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacentto US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
comer of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core TraU, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13 Street. The
total property impacted within the historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4 letter). Approximately 390 square feet (0.009 acre), which
represents 0.14 percent of the existing park land will be acquired for transportation right-of-way. In
addition, approximately 1227 square feet (0.028 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during
construction, which represents 0.44 percent of the existing park land,
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased

levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 61 dBA, which is expected to rise to 63
dBA by the year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise
levels are projected to be 64, resulting m an increase of 3 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the
project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is not perceptible to the human ear and
will not alter the qualities that make the parkNRHP-eligible.
Section 4(Y) Net Benefits
This letter also constitutes a request for agreement with the Federal Highway Administration's (PHWA)
application of the Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for Transportation Projects That Have a Net
Benefit to a Section 4(f) Property for this project, which involves the improvement of a 5.2-mile segment
of US Highway 40 in Routt County. FHWA and CDGT have determined that the project results in an
adverse effect to Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758).
The guidelines for application of the Net Benefits Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation require that
FHWA obtain written agreement from your office regarding the assessment of effects; the proposed
measures to minimize harm; the mitigation necessary to preserve, rehabilitate, and enhance those features

and values of the Section 4(f) property; and that such measures will result in a net benefit to the Section
4(f) property. In a letter dated October 1, 2009, you concurredwithCDOTsfmdmg of adverse effect to
both Iron Springs and West Lincoln Parks, and agreed to minimization and mitigation proposed by CDOT
and the local consulting party (City of Steamboat Springs) in a phone consultation held on October 28,
2009. These efforts include the use of river rock retaining walls at both parks, the removal of tree grates
to reduce the amount of land required from the park for the project, the narrowing oftum-lanes, the

removal of roadway shoulders in this area, and the elimination of a planned sidewalk on the south side of
US 40 between Lincoln Park and 13 Street to minimize impacts. In addition, test holes will be used to
evaluate soil conditions which could reveal evidence ofgeothermal activity and prevent an adverse effect
to the functioning springs in the area. Because of these efforts, the project will return the feeling of the
historic River Rock wall that was in present in the 1930s and replaced in 1985 with an interlockingpaving wall, and access to both Iron Springs Park and the Core Trail at West Lincoln Park will be
improved. In Conversations between representatives ofCDOT and Amy Pallante of your office on

October 28, 2008, Ms. Pallante was in agreement with the proposed mitigation and measures to minimize
harm for West Lincoln Park and Iron Spring Park.

Mr. Nichols
January 5,2010
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We request your written agreement that this project results in a net benefit to West Lmcoln Park and Iron

Spring Park. The updated project information has been forwarded to the City of Steamboat Springs, the
Routt County Historic Preservation Board and Historic Routt County! for their infonnation.
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you require additional information,
please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,

1 Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Impacts Image

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East ArkansasAve.
Shumate Bldg.

;"WUfil

Denver. Colorado 80222 DEPARTHEOT OF TRANSPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

January 6,2010
Ms.DeeBolton

Routt County Historic Preservation Board
P.O. Box 773598
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
SUBJECT: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Ms. Bolton:

This letter mcludes updated information regarding the project referenced above. Eligibility and effects
determinations for this project were submitted to your office on August 4, 2009 and again on September
22, 2009. Since that time new information regarding effects has become available regarding two historic
park properties: Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lmcohi Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to
support the eligibility and effects determinations presented in the previous correspondence regarding
these resources, and with which the State Historic Preservation Officer concurred in a letter dated October
1, 2009. Effects detenninations for the remaining five properties presented in the August 4 letter remain
unchanged.

In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually welcoming from the
sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have determined to
pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. The modified effects to each
park are presented in detail below, and the attached figure shows the modified direct impacts.
Uedated Project Impacts:
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be approximately 331 square feet, or 0.007 acre. In addition, approximately 891
square feet (0.020 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during construction but will remain on park
land. A 5-foot-tallretamingwallexistg along the park's border with the sidewalk along US 40. The
existuig retaining wall would be replaced witha new terraced wall that would be a maximum height of 4
feet. The transportation improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park.

Portions of the land impacted will not be acquired from the park and integrated into the transportation
system, but will rather be tettporarily impacted and are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide
landscaping near the roadway, and for a 4-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining

wall. The property acquisition would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the
northwest end of the park approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the
project.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased

levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70
dBA by the year 2035 with or without any construction. The noise Increase to this property is barely
perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.

Ms. Bolton
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West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include acquisitions of small parcels of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leadmg to the northwest

comer of the park and comiection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existmg parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13 Street. The
total property impacted within the historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4 letter). Approximately 390 square feet (0.009 acre), which
represents 0.14 percent of the existing park land will be acquired for transportation right-of-way, fa
addition, approximately 1227 square feet (0.028 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during
construction, which represents 0.44 percent of the existing park land.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 61 dBA, which is expected to rise to 63
dBA by the year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise
levels are projected to be 64, resulting in an increase of 3 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the
project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is not perceptible to the human ear and
will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.
As a local consulting party for the project, we welcome any comments you may have. If you require

additional information, please contact CDOT Assistartt StafFHistorian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 7579758.
Very truly yours,

<

/^n Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Impacts Image

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
Jim Clarke, Jacobs
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
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Denver. Colorado 80222 DEPARTMENT OFTRANBPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

January 6, 2010
Ms. Laureen Schaffer

Historic Preservation Advisory Commission
P.O. Box 775088
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477-5088
SUBJECT: Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Ms. Schaffer:

This letter includes updated information regarding the project referenced above. Eligibility and effects
determinations for this project were submitted to your ofRce on August 4, 2009 and again on September
22, 2009. Since that time new information regarding effects has become available regarding two historic
park properties: Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to
support the eligibility and effects determinations presented in the previous correspondence regarding
these resources, and with which the State Historic Preservation Officer concurred in a letter dated October
1, 2009. Effects determinations for the remainmg five properties presented in the August 4th letter remain
unchanged.

In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually welcoming from the
sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have determined to
pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. The modified effects to each
park are presented in detail below, and the attached figure shows the modified direct impacts.
Updated Project Impacts:
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be approximately 331 square feet, or 0.007 acre. In addition, approxunately 891
square feet (0.020 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during construction but will remam on park
land. A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's border with the sidewalk along US 40. The
existing retaming wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would be a maximum height of 4
feet. The transportation improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park.

Portions of the land impacted will not be acquu-ed from the park and integrated into the transportation
system, but will rather be temporarily impacted and are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide
landscaping near the roadway, and for a 4-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining

wall. The property acquisition would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the
northwest end of the park approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the
project.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased

levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70
dBA by the year 2035 with or without any construction. The noise increase to this property is barely
perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.

Ms. Schaffer
January 6, 2010
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West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include acquisitions of small parcels of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
corner of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multunodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project nt the south end is adjacent to 13th Street. The
total property impacted within the historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4 letter). Approximately 390 square feet (0.009 acre), which
represents 0.14 percent of the existing park land will be acquired for transportation right-of-way. In
addition, approximately 1227 square feet (0.028 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during
construction, which represents 0.44 percent of the existing park land.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 61 dBA, which is expected to rise to 63
dBA by the year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise
levels are projected to be 64, resulting in an increase of3dBA from existing noise levels. Although the
project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is not perceptible to the human ear and
will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.
As a local consulting party for the project, we welcome any comments you may have. If you require

additional infonnation, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 7579758.
Very truly yours,

/Jlff\Brad Beckham, Manager
IV Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Impacts Image

ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Ave.
Shumate Bldg.
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Denver. Colorado 80222 DH'ARTWENT OF TRANSPORTATION

(303) 757-9281

January 6, 2010
Mr. Townsend Anderson

Historic Routt County!
P.O. Box 775717
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 .
SUBJECT; Additional Historic Properties Information, US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Mr. Anderson:

This letter includes updated mfonnation regarding the project referenced above. Eligibility and effects
determinations for this project were submitted to your office on August 4, 2009 and again on September
22, 2009. Since that time new mfonnation regarding effects has become available regarding two historic
park properties: Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT continues to
support the eligibility and effects determinations presented in the previous correspondence regarding
these resources, and with which the State Historic Preservation Officer concurred in a letter dated October
1, 2009. Effects determinations for the remaining five properties presented in the August 4 letter remain
unchanged.

In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually welcommg from the
sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have determined to
pursue a detached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. The modified effects to each
park are presented in detail below, and the attached figure shows the modified direct impacts.
Updated Project Impacts:
Iron Springs Park, 5RT2759: Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the northwest side of US
40. Direct impacts would include acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway.
The acquisition would be approxunately 331 square feet, or 0.007 acre. In addition, approximately 891
square feet (0.020 acre) of temporary impacts would occur durmg construction butwillremain on park
land. A 5-foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's border with the sidew&lk along US 40. The
existing retaining wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would be a maximum height of 4
feet. The transportation improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park. ^

Portions of the land impacted will not be acquired from the park and integrated into the transportation
system, but will rather be temporarily impacted and are needed for aesthetic improvements, to provide
landscaping near the roadway, and for a 4-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining

wall. The property acquisition would not directly affect iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the
northwest end of the park approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the
project.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would mclude increased

levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70
dBA by the year 203 5 with or without any construction. The noise increase to this property is barely
perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.

Mr. Anderson

January 6, 2010

Page 2

West Lincoln Park, 5RT2758: West Lincoln Park is located on the southeast side of US 40. Direct
impacts would include acquisitions of small parcels of land at both the northwest and southeast ends of
the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This
would remain unchanged, but the proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest
comer of the park and connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access
both to and through the park. This will result in a small acquisition of land in the existing parking area at
the north end of the park. The land needed for the project at the south end is adjacent to 13th Street. The
total property impacted within the historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,
which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our August 4th letter). Approximately 390 square feet (0.009 acre), which
represents 0.14 percent of the existing park land will be acquired for transportation right-of-way. In
addition, approximately 1227 square feet (0.028 acre) of temporary impacts would occur during
construction, which represents 0.44 percent of the existing park land.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased

levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 61 dBA, which is expected to rise to 63
dBA by the year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise
levels are projected to be 64, resulting in an increase of 3 dBA from existing noise levels. Although the
project will result in a noise increase to this property, theChange is not perceptible to the human ear and
will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.
As a local consulting party for the project, we welcome any comments you may have. If you require

additional information, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 7579758.
Very truly yours,

aw
^ Brad Beckham, Manager
{/ Environmental Programs Branch
Enclosures: Impacts Image
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STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Shumate Building
Denver, Colorado 80222

(303)757-9281

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

January 11, 2010
Ms. Karla Petty, P.E.

Colorado Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
12300 West Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
Lakewood, CO 80228
SUBJECT: Additional Information for Documentation for Finding of Adverse Effect, CDOT
Project US 40 Steamboat West, Routt County
Dear Ms. Petty:

A Documentation of Finding of Adverse Effect (DFAE) was submitted to your office on November 5,
2009. Your office transmitted the DFAE to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) on
December 4, 2009. Since that time, modified information regarding project impacts have become

available. Pursuant to Section 800.6(a)(l) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation regulations,
Agency officials must notify the Council of adverse effect detennmations by providing Documentation
for Finding of Adverse Effect, the content of which is specified in Section 800.11 of the regulations.
Such notification allows the Council to determme whether it will participate in the consultation between
the agency and the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). The Council did not respond within the
30 day response period, however, we wanted to inform their agency of the latest information on project
impacts.

The project referenced above will adversely affect the Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and the West
Lmcoln Park (5RT2758), properties determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
under Criteria A. CDOT still supports the findings iterated in the DPAE which was previously
transmitted. A draft letter to the Advisory Council with the updated impact information has been
emailed to Eva LaDow and Stephanie Gibson of your staff for convenience.

Please send a copy of all of your correspondence with the Advisory Council to CDOT Assistant Staff
Historian Jennifer Wahlers for our files. If you have questions or require additional mformation, please

contact Ms. Wahlers at (303) 757-9758.
Very truly yours,

Brad Beckham, Manager
Environmental Programs Branch

Enclosures: Updated Section 106 Correspondence

Wahlers, Jennifer
From: Wahlers, Jennifer

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 11:58 AM
To: 'Pallante, Amy'
Cc: Schoch, Lisa

Subject: Steamboat West (CHS # 54396)

Amy-

Based on our phone conversation today, here are the few minor updates to the text I sent you in the last letter.
Everything else in the letter stands and we are not seeking new effects determinations, we are just providing you with

the latest impacts on the project. I have highlighted the text that should be changed.
1) 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence- "In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have
determined to pursue an aftac|ieEc{ sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall."
2) 3 paragraph, 5th sentence- "The existing retaining wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would

be a maximum ^a?eigtTf^8jfettge^^n'at^
3) 4 paragraph, last sentence- "Although the project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is
Kavety perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible."
Thank you,
Jen
Jennifer Wahlers
Assistant Staff Historian
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 E. Arkansas Ave
Denver, CO 80222

P: (303) 757-9758
F: (303) 757-9445

Wahlers, Jennifer
From: Wahlers, Jennifer

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 12:09 PM
To: 'dbolton@co.routt.co.us'

Subject: Updated Project Information- US 40 Steamboat West

Ms. Bolton-

I mailed you updated project information via regular postal mail last week, but since then, there are a few minor
changes to that text. I have added these changes below for your information so we do not need to send another letter.

Everything else in the letter stands and we are not seeking new effects determinations, we are just providing you with
the latest impacts on the project, I have highlighted the text that should be changed.
1) 2 paragraph, 1st sentence- "In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have
determined to pursue an attached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall."
2) 3rd paragraph, 5th sentence- "The existing retaining wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would

be a maximum total height of 8 feet, each terrace 4 feet high."
3) 6 paragraph, last sentence- "Although the project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is

barely perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible."
Thank you,

Jennifer Wahlers

Jennifer Wablers
Assistant StaflF Historian
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 E. Arkansas Ave
Denver, CO 80222

P; (303) 757-9758
F; (303) 757-9445

Wahlers, Jennifer
From: Wahlers, Jennifer

Sent: Monday, January 11, 2010 12:06 PM
To: 'hrc@springsips.com'

Subject: Updated Project Information US 40 Steamboat West

Mr, Anderson-

I mailed you updated project information last week, but since then, there are a few minor changes to that text. I have
added these changes below for your information so we do not need to send another letter. Everything else in the letter
stands and we are not seeking new effects determinations, we are just providing you with the latest impacts on the

project. I have highlighted the text that should be changed.
1) 2 paragraph, 15t sentence- "In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park (5RT2579) more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs, have
determined to pursue an attached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall."

2) 3 paragraph, 5 sentence- "The existing retaining wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would
be a maximum total height of 8 feet, each terrace 4 feet high."
3) 6 paragraph, last sentence- "Although the project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is
barely perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible."
Thank you,

Jennifer Wahlers

Jennifer WaWers
Assistant StafF Historian
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 E. Arkansas Ave
Denver, CO 80222

P: (303) 757-9758
F: (303) 757-9445

Wahlers, Jennifer
Sent:

Wahlers, Jennifer
Monday, January 11, 2010 12:03 PM

To:

'Laureen Schaffer'

Subject:

Updated Information Steamboat West.

From:

Laureen-
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I mailed you updated project information last week, but since then, there are a.^ew<.minpr changes foth^
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added these changes below for your information so we do not need to send another letter.'Everything el.se'T^ the letter'
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Thank you,

Jennifer Wahlers

Jennifer Wahlers
Assistant StaflF Historian
Colorado Department of Transportation
Environmental Programs Branch
4201 E. Arkansas Ave

Denver, CO 80222

P: (303) 757-9758
F: (303) 757-9445
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ge§ OFFICE of ARCHAEOLOGY and HISTORIC PRESERVATION
January 20, 2010
Brad Beckham
Manager, Environmental Programs Branch
Colorado Department of Transportation
Envitonmental Programs Branch
4201 East Arkansas Avenue

Denver, CO 80222
Re: Additional Information and Section 4(f) Net Benefits Consultation, US Highway 40 West of
Steamboat Springs, Routt County. (CHS #54396)
Dear Mr. Beckham,
Thank you for your additional infotmation cotrespondence dated January 5, 2010 and received by
our office on January 7, 2010 regarding the consultation of the above-mentioned project under

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (Section 106). After review of the scope of
work, we continue to concur with the lecommeaded finding of adverse effect [36 CFR 800.5(a)(l)]
under Section 106. We also concur that the project wiU result in a net benefit to the West Lincoki

ParkSRT.2758 and Iron Spring Park/5RT.2759
If unidentified archaeological resources are discovered durmg construction, work must be
interrupted until the resources have been evaluated in terms of the National Registei criteria, 36
CRF 60.4, in consultation with this office.
We request being involved in the consultation process with the local govetnmeat, which as

stipulated in 36 CFR 800.3 is required to be notified of the undertaking, and with other consulting
parties. Additional information provided by the local government or consulting parties might cause
our office to te-evaluate out eligibility and potential effect findings.
Please note that our compliance letter does not end the 30-day review period provided to other
consulting parties. If we may be of further assistance, please contact Amy PaUante, out Section 106

Compliance Manager, at (303) 866-4678.
Sincerely,

^

Edward C. Nichols
State Historic Preseryation Officer

COLORADO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
1300BROADWAY DENVER COLORADO 80203 TEL 303/866-3395 FAX 303/866-2711 www.coloradohistory-oahp.org

STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Region 3

222 South Sixth Street, Room 317
Grand Junction, CO 81501-2769

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

January 25,2010

Mr. Chris Wilson, Director

City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Services
P.O. Box 775088
245 Howelsen Parkway
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
Re: US 40 West of Steamboat Springs Categorical Exclusion
Effects to Iron Springs Park and West Lincoln Park
Dear Chris:
The City of Steamboat Springs, in cooperation with Routt County, the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT), and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), is planning for
improvements to a 5.2-mile segment of US 40 west of Steamboat Springs. The purpose of the
project is to accommodate future travel demand on US 40 by reducing congestion, improving

mobility, balancing multimodal use, and providing effective access along existing US 40 in the
study area.

By way of this letter, CDOT is requesting written concurrence from the City of Steamboat
Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Services as the official with jurisdiction that the
project will not adversely affect the activities, features, and attributes that qualify Iron Springs
Park and West Lincoln Park for protection under Section 4(f) (see below).
Background

In 2005, Congress amended Title 49 USC 303, also know as Section 4(f), when it enacted the
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users

(Public Law 109-59, enacted August 10, 2005) (SAFETEA-LU). Section 6009 ofSAFETEA-LU
added a new subsection to Section 4(f), which authorizes the Secretary of Transportation to
approve a project that uses Section 4(f) lands without analysis of feasible and prudent avoidance
alternatives if it would have de minimis impacts upon the Section 4(f) resource. The impacts of a
transportation project on a park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge that qualifies

for Section 4(f) protection may be determined to be de minimis if:
1. The transportation use of the Section 4(f) resource, together with any impact avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation or enhancement measures incorporated into the project,
does not adversely affect the activities, features, and attributes that qualify the resource

for protection under Section 4(f);

Mr, Chris Wilson, Director January 25, 2010
City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service

2. The official(s) with jurisdiction over the property are informed of FI-IWA's or FTA's
intent to make the de minimis impact finding based on their written concurrence that the
project will not adversely affect the activities, features, and attributes that qualify the

property for protection under Section 4(f); and
3. The public has been afforded an opportunity to review and comment on the effects of the
project on the protected activities, features, and attributes of the Section 4(f)resource.

If side minimis determination is made, an analysis of avoidance alternatives is not required.

Iron Springs Park and West Lincoln Park located within the study area qualify for protection
under Section 4(f) because they are publicly-owned parks and because they have been

recommended as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Coordination
under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act has occurred and is ongoing.
Impacts
The proposed project would result in impacts to Iron Springs Park and West Lincoln Park, as

described below and shown on Figure 1:
• Iron Springs Park (5RT.2759): Iron Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the
northwest side of US 40. Direct impacts would include permanent acquisition of land

along the front of the park that faces the highway, an area measuring approximately 331
square feet (0.007 acre), which represents 0.35 percent of the total land area in the park.
In addition, approximately 891 square feet (0.020 acre), which represents 0.99 percent of
the existing park land, would be impacted for the construction of the retaining walls, and
350 square feet would be temporarily disturbed during construction activities and
restored. This land would not be incorporated into the highway right-of-way. A five-

foot-tall retaining wall exists along the park's border with the sidewalk along US 40. That
wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would be a maximum height of
eight feet, with both terrace segments being four feet high in order to make the retaining
wall more visually welcoming from the sidewalk and street. The transportation
improvements would not impact any of the features or attributes of the park. A portion of
the land impacted would not be acquired from the park and integrated into the
transportation system, but rather would be temporarily impacted for aesthetic
improvements, to include a four-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the
retaining wall. The property acquisition would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as

it is situated toward the northwest end of the park approximately 100 feet from the strip
of land that would be acquired for the project. Temporary indirect effects during
construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels of noise and
dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70
dBA by the year 2035 with or without any construction. The noise increase to this
property is barely perceptible to the human ear, and would not alter the qualities that

make the park NRHP-eligible. No impacts to the hydrogeologic function of the natural
spring as a result of construction activities are anticipated.

[2]

Mr. Chris Wilson, Director January 25, 2010
City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service

• West Lincoln Park (5RT.2758): West Lincoln Park is a 6.26-acre park located on the
south side of US 40, abutting 13 Street on the east. Impacts would occur on both the
west and east ends of the park. There is no existing sidewalk along the northern portion
of the park adjacent to US 40. This would remain unchanged, but the proposed
improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest comer of the park and
connection to the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access both to

and through the park. This would result in converting some land in the existing parking
area at the west end of the park to sidewalk. The land acquired for the project at the east
end is adjacent to 13 Street and is necessary for construction of turn lanes. The total
property impacted within this historic park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0,037 acre,
which is less than 1 .0 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park.

Approximately 390 square feet (0.009 acre), which represents 0.14 percent of the existing
park land, would be acquired for transportation right-of-way. Approximately 1,227
square feet (0.028 acre), which represents 0.44 percent of the existing park land, would

be impacted by the construction of the wall and sidewalk, and 312 square feet would be
temporarily disturbed during construction activities and restored. Temporary indirect
effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased levels
of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 61 dBA, which is expected to

rise to 63 dBA by the year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as
planned, the 2035 noise levels are projected to be 64 dBA, resulting in an increase of 3
dBA from existing noise levels. Although the project would result in a noise increase to
this property, the change is barely perceptible to the human ear, and would not alter the

qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible. No impacts to the hydro geologic function of
the natural springs as a result of construction activities are anticipated.

These property acquisitions would not directly affect the Sulphur Spring or the historic
Soda Spring Gazebo within the park. The nearest take to the Sulphur Spring is
approximately 263 feet from the spring, and the nearest take to the Soda Spring Gazebo is

approximately 70 feet from the gazebo. A fill wall with a maximum height of five feet
would be placed along US 40. The existing grade of the park is lower than the grade of
the road, as the land drops about 15 feet in elevation between the road and the Yampa
River on the south side of the park. Because of the park's lower elevation, the views into

the park should not be affected by the fill wall
Measures to Minimize Harm
Because Iron Springs Park and West Lincoln Park are located on both sides of US 40 in the area
around 13 Street, complete avoidance of impacts under the Preferred Alternative was not
possible. Therefore, measures to minimize harm and mitigate impacts to Iron Springs Park and
West Lincoln Park were evaluated and are described below.

[3]

Mr. Chris Wilson, Director
City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service
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Figure 1 - Impacts to Iron Springs Park and West Lincoln Park
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City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service

• The proposed cross-section width was reduced by narrowing the proposed raised median
on US 40 along West Lincoln Park to provide more distance between US 40 and West
Lincoln Park.

• The City of Steamboat design standards in this area call for tree grates and associated
plantings along curb lines. However, to minimize impacts to the park, the proposed crosssection width was narrowed by removing tree grates and plantings along the north side of

US 40 at Iron Springs Park, which moved the retaining wall closer to US 40 and reduced
the amount of park land impacted.

• The proposed retaining walls will greatiy reduce the extent of direct impact to the two
historic parks.
• As mentioned above, the existing retaining wall will be replaced by a terraced wall at
Iron Springs Park. A seven-foot-wide planting area originally was proposed for this
terraced wall, but this width subsequently was reduced to four feet to reduce the amount
of park land impacted.
• The proposed US 40 westbound left-turn lanes onto 13th Street were narrowed to a width
of 11 feet.

• The proposed typical US 40 four-foot shoulder in this segment was eliminated adjacent to
West Lincoln Park.

• The sidewalk on the south side of US 40 between the west end of West Lincoln Park and
13th Street was eliminated to minimize impacts to West Lincoln Park, and the sidewalks
on both sides of US 40 between 12 and 13 will be attached (instead of the typical
detached sidewalk design) to reduce the area of impacts.
• During construction, park operations and access will be maintained, and land disturbance
will be minimized.

Mitigation
In addition to the minimization measures described above, the following mitigation measures
will be undertaken;

• At Iron Springs Park, test holes will be used during final design to evaluate the soil
conditions for the shallow footers required for the new retaining wall. If the test holes
reveal evidence of geothermal activity, measures will be assessed to avoid adverse effects
to Iron Spring.
• The existing terraced retaining wall along Iron Springs Park was constructed in 1985 and
built with modem interlocking pavers; it replaced a river rock retaining wall constructed

[5]

Mr. Chris Wilson, Director January 25,2010
City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service

in the 1930s. The existing retaining wall will be replaced with a terraced retaining wall
faced with river rock, reminiscent of the 1930s wall.

• The proposed retaining wall at West Lincoln Park will be faced with river rock to
complement the proposed river rock retaining wall at Iron Springs Park.
• Access to Iron Springs Park will be enhanced to provide a more recognizable and inviting
entrance to the park. The new terraced retaining wall will be a maximum height of eight
feet, with both terrace segments being four feet high in order to inake the retaining wall
more visually welcoming from the sidewalk and street. Also, the new stairway will
broaden at the base, which will invite pedestrians up into the park,
• The improvements at the 13 Street intersection will provide improved access to the
north side of the intersection, which is another entrance to Iron Springs Park.
• Proposed improved sidewalk access to the Core Trail at West Lincoln Park will improve
pedestrian/bicyclists access to the park.

As a City project, final review of design elements will be coordinated with Parks and Historical
Preservation Departments and commissions.
Public Involvement

A public meeting was held on May 20, 2009 at the Steamboat Springs Community Center to
present the recommended preferred alternative, summarize the alternatives screening, and answer
questions and concerns about the project. Maps illustrated the parks adjacent to US 40 [labeled
as Section 4(f) properties], and showed the proposed improvements their potential impacts on the
parks. Also, an environmental constraints map indicated the location of the Section 4(f)
properties along the corridor. Forty-one members of the public signed in at the meeting, and 13
written comments were received, as well as additional verbal comments and comments written
on the maps. No comments were received either at the meeting or via the project Web site that
indicated any concern about the impacts to the Section 4(f) properties.
Request for Concurrence
CDOT requests the written concurrence of the City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and
Recreational Services that effects of the preferred alternative as described above, and considering
the harm minimization and mitigation measures that have been proposed, will not adversely
affect the activities, features, and attributes of Iron Springs Park or West Lincoln Park. This
written concurrence will help satisfy the concurrence and consultation requirements of Section

6009 ofSAFETEA-LU. Concurrence can be provided either by signing and dating the signature
block at the end of this letter, or by separate letter from the City of Steamboat Springs Parks,
Open Space and Recreational Services to the CDOT at the address shown above.
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Mr. Chris Wilson, Director January 25,2010
City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service

Intent for De Minimis Finding
Pending your concurrence, FHWA believes that the impacts to Iron Springs Park and West
Lincoln Park will not adversely affect the activities, features, and attributes of the parks. Based
on this finding, and taking into consideration the harm minimization and mitigation measures
that have been proposed and public input received, CDOT recommends and anticipates FHWA's
concurrence that the proposed action will have de minimis impacts to Iron Springs Park and West
Lincoln Park, and that an analysis of feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives under Section

4(f) is not required.

Sincerely,

'•^a.^
Tamara Smith
CDOT Region 3 Planning and Environmental Manager
Cc: Eva LaDow, P.E. (FHWA)

J:\_Transportation\WVXV4800 Stcamboal\managc\corr\Ltr to Steamboat Parks Concurrence RequestJaii 2$ 2010.doc
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City of Steamboat Springs Parks, Open Space and Recreational Service

Concurrence

As the official with jurisdiction over Iron Springs Park and West Lincoln Park, I hereby concur
with the recommendations of the project proponents that the use and impacts associated with this
project, along with the identified avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures, will not
adversely affect the activities, features, and attributes that qualify the properties for protection
under Sectio.n 4(T).

?T'rw:.

By: L-^A/L^^^y^ ^c^/^.
Title: H^A^, Oj^^ S^L<^C- -4 ^^^...^f^r^^JC ^-^€^~ il^-cty-^-

Date: F-tfc" ^ . ^0 [ 0

J:\_Transponalio]i\WVXV4800 S(camboat\manage\corr\Ltr to Sleamboat Parks Concurrence KeqncstJaii 25 2010.doc
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U.S. Department Colorado Division 12300 W. Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
ofTransporfation Lakewood, CO 80228
Federal Highway February 3, 2010 „ . „ Z20'963"3000
Administration'

...^»-.,-,—

FAX

720-963-3001

Mr. Ralston Cox, Director

Office of Federal Agency Programs
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Ste. 803

Washington, DC 20004
Attn: Carol Legard
SUBJECT: Additional Information, Colorado Department of Transportation Project US 40
Steamboat West, Routt County, Colorado
Dear Mr. Cox:

Li correspondence dated December 4, 2009, FHWA transmitted a Documentation for Fmding of Adverse
Effect (DFAE) to your office specific to the project referenced above. Since that time, however, new

information regarding effects to two historic properties has become available: Iron Springs Park
(5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758). CDOT and FHWA continue to support the eligibility and
effects determinations presented in the earlier correspondence, which the State Historic Preservation
Officer concurred with in early October 2009. The information presented below updates and revises the
figures presented in the DFAE previously transmitted. The modified effects to each park are presented
herein, and the attached figure shows the modified direct impacts.
Revised Protect Impacts:

Iron Springs Park (5RT2759): In an effort to make the retaining wall at Iron Springs Park more visually
welcoming from the sidewalk and street, project stakeholders, including the City of Steamboat Springs,
have determined to pursue an attached sidewalk and a terraced approach to the retaining wall. Iron
Springs Park is a 2.025-acre park located on the north side of US Highway 40. Direct impacts would
include permanent acquisition of land along the front of the park that faces the highway, an area
measuring approximately 331 square feet, or 0.007 acre. In addition, approximately 891 square feet

(0.020 acre) will be impacted for the construction of the retaining walls and 350 square feet will be
disturbed during construction activities and restored. This land will not be incorporated into the highway
right-of-way.
A 5-foot-tall retaining wall presently exists along die park's border with the sidewalk along US 40. That
wall would be replaced with a new terraced wall that would be a maximum height of 8 feet, with each
terrace segment being 4 feet high. The b-ansportation improvements would not impact any of the features
or attributes of the park. As noted above, a portion of the land impacted will not be acquu-ed from the
park and integrated into the transportation system, but rather will be temporarily impacted for aesthetic
improvements, to include a 4-foot-wide landscaped terrace incorporated into the retaining wall. The
property acquisition would not directly affect Iron Spring proper, as it is situated toward the northwest

end of the park approximately 100 feet from the strip of land that will be acquired for the project.
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Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 68.0 dBA, which is expected to rise to 70
dBA by the year 203 5 with or without any construction. The noise increase to this property is barely

perceptible to the human ear, and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligible.
West Lincoln Park (5RT2758): West Lincoln Park is located on the south side of US 40, abutting 13th
Street on the east. Impacts would occur on both the west and east ends of the park. There is no existing
sidewalk along the northern portion of the park adjacent to US 40. This would remain unchanged, but the

proposed improvements include a sidewalk leading to the northwest corner of the park and connection to
the Yampa River Core Trail, thereby improving multimodal access both to and through the park. This
would result in converting some land in the existing parking area at the west end of the park to sidewalk.

The land acquired for the project at the east end is adjacent to 13 Street and is necessary for the
construction of turn lanes.
The total property impacted within the historic 6.26-acre park would be 1,617 square feet, or 0.037 acre,

which is less than 1 percent (0.59 percent) of the total land area in the park (and 0.004-acre [157 square
feet] less than described in our earlier correspondence). Approximately 390 square feet (0.009 acre),
which represents 0.14 percent of the existing park land, will be acquired for transportation right-of-way.
Approximately 1227 square feet (0.028 acre), which represents 0.44 percent of the existing park land, will
be impacted by the construction of the wall and sidewalk, and 312 square feet will be disturbed during
construction activities and restored.
Temporary indirect effects during construction of the roadway improvements would include increased
levels of noise and dust. The park has an existing noise level of 61 dBA, which is expected to rise to 63

dBA by the year 2035 without any construction. If the project is constructed as planned, the 2035 noise
levels are projected to be 64 dBA, resulting in an increase of 3 dBA from existing noise levels. Although
the project will result in a noise increase to this property, the change is barely perceptible to the human
ear and will not alter the qualities that make the park NRHP-eligibie.

If there are any questions regarding this project, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian Jennifer
Wahlers at (303) 757-9758 or iennifer.wahlers(%dot.state.co.us, or FHWA Environmental Program
Manager Stephanie Gibson at (720) 963-3013, or stephanie.gibson(%dot.gov. If you elect to respond via
Email, please include Ms. Gibson on the distribution list.

Sincerely yours,

?s^^
^rKariaS. Petty, P.E.

Division Administrator
Enclosures:

Impacts Image
Updated Section 106 Correspondence
ec: Jennifer Wahlers, Assistant Staff Historian, CDOT Environmental Programs Branch
Eva LaDow, FHWA Operations Engineer
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February 26, 2010
Karla S. Petty, P.E.

Division Administrator
FHWA - Colorado Division
12300 W. Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
Lakewood,CO 80228
Ref: Proposed US 40 Steamboat West Improvement Project
Routt County, Colorado
Dear Ms. Petty:

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) has received your notification and supporting
documentation regarding the adverse effects of the referenced undertaking on a property or properties

listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. Based upon the information you
provided, we have concluded that Appendix A, Criteria for Council Involvement in Reviewing Individual
Section 106 Cases, of our regulations, "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR Part 800), does not
apply to this undertaking. Accordingly, we do not believe that our participation in the consultation to
resolve adverse effects is needed. However, if we receive a request for participation from the State

Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, affected Indian tribe, a
consulting party, or other party, we may reconsider this decision. Additionally, should circumstances
change, and you determine that our participation is needed to conclude the consultation process, please
notify us.

Pursuant to 36 CFR §800.6(b)(l)(iv), you will need to file the final Memorandum of Agreement (MOA),
developed in consultation with the Colorado State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and any other
consulting parties, and related documentation with the ACHP at the conclusion of the consultation
process. The filing of the MOA and supporting documentation with the ACHP is required in order to
complete the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Thank you for providing us with your notification of adverse effect. If you have any questions or
require further assistance, please contact Carol Legard at 202-606-8522 or clegard@achp.gov.
Sincerely,

^Si^> ^^4^
LaShavio Johnson
Historic Preservation Technician
Office of Federal Agency Programs

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 803 • Washington, DC 20004
Phone:202-606-8503 • Fax: 202-606-8647 • achp@achp.gov • www.achp.gov
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U.S. Department Colorado Division 12300 W. Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
of Transportation April 21, 2010 Lakevvood CO 80228
Federal Highway ' 720-963-3000
Administration FAX: 720-963-3001

Mr. Reid Nelson, Director
Office of Federal Agency Programs
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 803

Washington, DC 20004
Attn: Ms. Carol Legard, FHWA Liaison

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Agreement, Colorado Department of Transportation Project
CC 0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, Routt County, Colorado
Dear Mr. Nelson:

Transmitted herewith is the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) project referenced above. The Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) and the Colorado State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) have agreed that the
proposed undertakings will have an adverse effect on Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West
Lincoln Park (5RT2758). The Colorado Department of Transportation, the City of Steamboat
Springs, and Routt County signed this agreement as invited signatories. The City of Steamboat
Springs Historic Preservation Advisory Commission and Historic Routt County, as local
consulting parties, were invited to sign as concurring parties. Historic Routt County has signed
the document, but the Historic Preservation Advisory Commission elected not to participate.
In accordance with the process set forth in the Council regulations. Section 800.6(b)(l)(iv),
mitigation measures and measures considered to avoid or minimize the undertakings adverse
effects have been agreed upon with the SHPO and are outlined in the MOA. There have been no
substantive revisions or additions to the documentation provided the Council, nor additional
views expressed by the public concerning this project.
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If you have questions regarding this project, please contact CDOT Assistant Staff Historian
Jennifer Wahlers at (303) 757-9758 or FHWA Operations Engineer, Ms. Eva LaDow at (720)
963-3011.
Sincerely yours,

-Ws

S-fr^

^r Karla S. Petty, P.E.
Division Administrator
Enclosures:

Copy ofMOA for ACHP files
ec: Tammie Smith, CDOT Region 3 RPEM, w/enclosures
Jemiifer Wahlers, CDOT Assistant Staff Historian, w/enclosures

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMEN I
BETWEEN THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
AND THE COLORADO STATE mSTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER
REGARDING IRON SPRINGS PARK AND WEST LINCOLN PARK,
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECT CC 0402-075,
US 40 WEST OF STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, ROUTT COUNTY, COLORADO
WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has determined that Colorado Dupartnwnt of
Transportation (CDOT) Project CC 0402-075, US 40 West of Steamboat Springs, will have an adverse
effect on Iron Springs Park (5RT2759) and West Lincoln Park (5RT2758) in Roult County, which are
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with the Colorado State Historic

Preservation Officer (SHPO) pursuant to 36 CFR 800, regulations implementing Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. Section 470f); and

WHEREAS, FHWA has consulted with CDOT regarding the effects of the undertaking on historic
properties and has invited that agency to sign this MOA as an invited signatory; and

WHEREAS, CDOThas consulted with the City of Steamboat Springs, tlie Steamboat Springs Historic
Preservation Advisory Commission, and Historic Routt County! regarding the effects of the undertaking
and has invited the City to sign this MOA as an invited signatory, and the Historic Preservation Advisory
Commission and Historic Routt County! to sign as concurring parties; and

WHEREAS, in accordance with 36 CFR Section 800.6(a)(l), FHWA has notified the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation (Council) of its adverse effect determination with specified documentation and

the Council has elected not to participate in the consultation pursuant to 36 CFR 800.6(a)(l)(iii) in a letter
dated February 26, 2010; and
WHEREAS, the historic properties that will be affected by this Memorandum of Agreement are:
Iron Springs Park (5RT2759): Iron Springs Park is significant for its association with the settlement and
progress of Steamboat Springs. James Crawford, the found of Steamboat Springs, recognized the
importance of the springs and staked his land claim and built his cabin near it. For these reasons, it is

eligible under Criterion A.
West Lincoln Park (5RT.2758): West Lincoln Park is significant as the location of s cluster of many ot~
the various warm mineral springs (hat appear in Steamboat Springs. The park is significant for its
association with the settlement add progress of Steamboat Springs. The area has been utilized as a park
since town settlement, and was officially added to (lie city in 1909. Additionally, the park and its springs

are significant as the site of a depression era WPA project. It is eligible for (he NRIIP under Criterion A
for its association with the development of Steamboat Springs.

NOW, THEREFORE. PHWA and (lie Colorado SHPO agree that (lie undertaking shall be implemented
in accordance with the following stipulations in order to take into account the effect of the undertaking on
historic properties.

STIPULATIONS
FHWA shall ensure that the following measures are carried out:
I. Mitigation

Mitigation will consist of the following:
Iron Springs Park: A river rock-faced retaining wall will be installed along the length of Iron Springs
Park tliat faces US Highway 40 and the tree grates and plantings along the roadway will be eliminated to
minimize iritrusion into the park. Through mitigation and rainimization efforts, only 331 square feet, or

0.007 acre within the existing park will be acquired, with an additional 891 square feet (0.02 acre)
impacted for the construction of the retaining walls, and 350 square feet temporarily disturbed during
constmction activities and restored. A five-foot-lall interlocking block retaimng wall from the 1980s
currently exists along the park's border with the sidewalk along US 40. According to local accounts, the
existing wall replaced a historic river rock wall constmcted in the 1930s near the same location. The
consulting parties and project team have.agreed that the wall will be replaced with a terraced river rockfaced retaining wall of natural appearance and quality, with each terrace being four feet tall. By facing

the new retaining wall with materials similar to those used in the historic wall, the mitigation efforts
reflect the historic nature of the park. Test holes will be used during final design to evaluate the soil
conditions for the shallow footers required for the new retaining wall. If the test holes reveal evidence of
geothennal activity, measures will be assessed to avoid adverse effect to Iron Spring. These mitigation
efforts will be completed during project construction.

West Lincoln Park; A river rock-faced retaining wall along West Lincoln Park facing US 40 will be
constructed to minimize impacts to the park and to complement the river rock-faced retaining wall at Iron

Springs Park. This mitigation effort will be completed during project construction.
II. Duration
This agreement will be null and void if its terms are not carried out within five (5) years from the date of
its execution. Prior to such time, FHWA may consult with the other signatories to reconsider the terms of
the ggrcement and amend in accordance with Stipulation V below.

III. Monitoring and Reporting
Each year following the execution of this agreement until it expires, is tenninated, or the work is
completed, FHWA shall provide all parties to this agreement a summary report detailing work undertaken
pursuant to its terms. Such report, shall include any scheduling changes proposed, any problems
eucountcred, and any disputes and objections received in FITWA's efforts to carry out the terms of this
agreement. Failure to provide such summary report may be considered noncompliance with the terms of
this MOA pursuant to Stipulation V, below.
IV. Dispute Resolution
Should any party to this agreement object at any time to any actions proposed or the manner in which the

terms ofthis MOA are implemented, FHWA shall consult with (lie objecting party(ies) to resolve the
objection. IfFHWA determines, within 30 days, that such objection(s) cannot be resolved, FHWA will:
A. Forward all documentation relevant to the dispute (o the Council in accordance with 36 CFR
Section 800.2(b)(2). Upon receipt of adequate documentation, the Council shall review and
advise FHWA on the resolution ofthe objection within 30 days. Any comment provided by

the Council, and all comments from the parties to the MOA, will be taken uito account by
FHWA in reaching a final decision regarding the dispute.
B. If the Council does not provide comments regarding the dispute within 30 days after receipt
of adequate documentation, FHWA may render a decision regarding the dispute. In reaching
its decision, FHWA will take into account all comments regarding the dispute from the
parties to the MOA.
C. FHVVA 's responsibility to carry out all other actions subject to the terms of this MOA that are

not the subject of the dispute remain unchanged. FHWA will notify all parties of its decision
in writing before implementing that portion of the Undertaking subject to dispute under this
stipulation. FHWA's decision will be final.
V. Amendments and Noncompliance
If any signatory to this MOA, including any invited signatory, determines that its terms will not or cannot
be carried out or that an amendment tQ its terms must be made, that party shall immediately consult with

the other parties to develop an amendment to this MOA pursuant to 36 CFR §§800.6(c)(7) and
800.6(c)(8). The amendment will be effective on the date a copy signed by all of the original signatories
is filed with the Council. If the signatories cannot agree to appropriate terms to amend the MOA, any
signatory may terminate the agreement in accordance with Stipulation VI, below.
VI. Termination
If an MOA is not amended following the consultation set out in Stipulation V above, it may be terminated

by any signatory or invited signatory. Within 30 days following termination, the FHWA shall notify the
signatories if it will initiate consultation to execute an MOA wkh the signatories under 36 CFR
§800.6(c)(l) or request the comments of the Council under 36 CFR §800.7(a) and proceed accordingly.

Execution of this Memorandum of Agreement by FHWA and the Colorado SHPO, the submission of
documentation and filing of this Memorandum of Agreement with the Council pursuant to 36 CFR

Section 8Q0.6(b)(l)(iv) prior to FHWA's approval of this undertaking, and implementation of its terms
evidence that FHWA has taken into account the effects of this undertaking oq historic properties and
afforded the Council an opportunity to comment.

SIGNATORIES:
Federal Highway Administration

By: St^—V^ A A <>^r
•^Y Karla Petty, Dj'\{ision Administrator

Date: 1/^1
T

Q

Coloradfe State Historic Preservation Officer

By:

L}X.

Date

: 3/-^//n

Date

: 3//9//^

Edward Nichols, SHPO

INVITED SIGNATORIES:
Colorado Department ofTranspoytatioa

/€^
f.^<^^^'
Russell Cjfcorge, Execuh've Director

City of Steamboat Springs
By:,

(See Attached Siepature Page)
Jon Roberts, City Manager

Date:

7T

CONCURRING PARTIES:
Steamboat Springs Historic Preservation Advisor)' Commission

By: (See Attached Signature Pase) _ Date:
D.J. Chotvacs, Chairman

Historic Routt County!

By: fSee Attached Signature Page) _ Date:
Townscnd Anderson, Executive Director

INVITED SIGNATORY:
City of Steamboat Springs

By: ^- ^—^ ^-^L^' Date:
(^_Joi^R.oberts, City Manager

L

CONCURRING PARTY:
Steamboat Springs Historic Preservation Advisory Commission

By: _ Date:
D.J. Chotvacs, Chairman

CONCURRING PARTY:
Historic Routf County^

~^>

By.-4_
Townsend Anderson, Executive Director

Date :

//A/;?^
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